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Thompson's name on the ballot,
so that when a voter punched the
hole next to Graham's name,
they were in fact voting for
Thompson.

Alec Grey, an attorney repre-
senting Thompson, disputed the
charges of sticker abuse. All dur-
ing election day, Thompson staff-
ers asked precinct wardens to go
into the voting booths periodical-
ly to check that proper proce-
dures were being followed. In
some cases, it was found that
Thompson's name had been
blacked out or scratched off of
ballots, Grey said.

"Alvin is confident that he won
the election handedly," Grey said.
Thompson is sorry that things
may be dragged out, Grey added.

Much of the bitter campaign
revolved around the question of
whether Graham had grown un-
responsive and inaccessible to her
constituents. Thompson accused
Graham of missing too many
votes in the legislature, and not
working hard enough. Albano
acknowledged that a perception
of aloofness might exist, but said
that it was incorrect.

Graham is also a member of
the Cambridge City Council. She
has announced that she will not
seek reelection to the council -
of which she has been a member
since 1971 -next year.
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Ken L. Church/The. Tech
Rajesh Raghavan '92 marches in f ront of the POW/
MIA. and American aags during the POWIMIA vigil
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MIT migl
By Amy Ravin

Building 20 may not exist
much longer. Committees are
currently considering plans to
slowly phase out the old build-
ing, and replace it with newer fa-
cilities, according to Senior Vice
President William R. Dickson
'56o

The recent acquisition of the

Nobble asks
trial date in

By Annabelle Boyd 
Former faculty member David

F. Noble asked the Mfiddlesex Su-
perior Court last week to set a
trial date of Feb. 1 for his suit
against MIT's decision to deny
him tenure in 1984.

MIT has requested the trial
date be set for June,'according to
David Kairys, Noble's attorney.

Noble, now a professor at
Drexel University, filed a $1.5
million lawsuit in September 1986
charging the Institute with
breaching his First Amendment
rights by denying him tenure on-
political, not academic grounds.

Noble- won full access to all
tenure documents, including the
names of evaluation authors, last
April. He then filed a motion to
lift the confidentiality restriction
the court placed on the docu-
ments at the request of MIT.

However, the motion was never
heard by the Court, "owing pri-
marily to changes in the Massa-
chusetts Superior Court proce-
dures," Noble said. Noble

ht raze Building 20
adjoining TRW site prompted in- - rett, head of the Physical Plant,
terest in replacing Building 20. said. It would be fairly expensive
Now that MIT owns all the prop- to modernize and bring it up to a
erty in that area, general plans quality that is easy to maintain,
for the whole site must be daevel- he added. Even with such re-
oped, Dickson said. This includes pairs, an old foundation still re-
the future use of Building 20. mains. Thus the alternative of re-

The current building is not moving and replacing the current
cost-efficient to maintain, espe- facility is a very strong possibili-

ty, he said.

for February
1M IT law-suit

claimed that "spending two years
in court to look at documents I
should have been allowed to see
in the first place is ridiculous."

"Under the AAUP [Amnerican
Association of University Profes-
sors] guidelines such procedures
are the minimal standards. The
contradictions between MIT be-
ing a world class institution and
acting as a prejudiced school that

An Institute committee has
been formed to analyze the use
of Building 20, and how it may
be phased out without interrupt-
ing the research and departments
currently housed there. This
committee should finish its re-
search by the end of January to
report to another committee
which makes plans for long-
range use of land, Dickson said.
The second committee will make
the final decision about Building
20's future.

The information compiled by
the first committee will help the
next committee determine the
time schedule of the development
of the entire site, according to
Barrett.

No specific plans for the Build-
ing 20 site exist yet. When the
plans are being drawn up, it will
not be considered separate from
the adjoining TRW site. The
whole area will be planned to-
gether to make the best use of the
land, Dickson said.

The future of Building 20 has
been unclear for some time. it
-was built duiti_ g .Word g Wai'-'iI"as'
a temporary building, known at
the time as the Radiation Labora-
tory. The lab worked on several
war-related projects, including
the development of radar.

It served well as a transitional
building for several years, Barrett
said. Many projects, including
the Institute's first interdisciplin-
ary labs, started there and moved
on when they outgrew the facility
or increased in importance.

Since the 1960s, however, the
building's future has been uncer-
tain, Barrett continued. Little
money has been invested in its
upkeep, and the wooden building
has many problems. The win-
dows are in poor condition and
need replacement as does the
building surface. The original
heating system remains and
sometimes only functions with
uneven heat distribution, Barrett
said.

Even with its many difficulties,
a certain nostalgia remains
around this building with such
history, Barrett said.
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eelection bids
Bush's victory with Democratic
gains in the House, Senate, and
governorships (which has not oc-
curred since 1908) led one MIT
political scientist to call the re-
sults "one big standoff."

Democrats LoPresti and Jo-
seph Kennedy did not face seri-
ous opposition in their races. Lo-
Presti garnered 80 percent of the
vote in the Middlesex-Suffolk
senate district race against Re-
publican Marc A. Pembroke.
Kennedy won over 80 percent of
the vote in his race against Glenn
W. Fiscus in the 8th congressional
district, which includes all of
Cambridge. Also, Edward Ken-
nedy won reelection to his fifth
term in the US Senate by defeat-
ing Republican rival Joseph Ma-
lone by a 2-1 margin.

Massachusetts voters rejected
(Please turn to page 2)
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Tech. file photo
David F. Noble

By Niraj S. Desai
Alvin E. Thompson was elect-

ed state representative by a land-
slide in last week's election.
Thompson's victory ended the
hopes of incumbent State Rep.
Saundra Graham for a seventh
term in the legislature.

But Graham may seek a re-
count in the race to represent the
28th legislative district, which in-
cludes MIT. As of yesterday af-
ternoon, the Graham camp had
made no decision on whether to
proceed with a challenge, accord-
ing to spokesman Michael Alba-
no. The deadline for submitting a
recount petition is Nov. 18.

Thompson upset Graham in
the Sept. 15 Democratic primary
by a very narrow margin - 49
votes out of more than 3000 cast.
After her defeat, Graham an-
nounced she would challenge
Thompson in the general election
with a write-in/sticker campaign
- an expensive and difficult
tactic.

Before the election, Albano
had acknowledged the difficulty
of winning with a sticker cam-
paign, but said Graham had built
enough community support in
her twelve years in the legislature
to make it winnable. That proved
not to be the case as Thompson
collected 8,485 votes (51.3 per-
cent) on Tuesday to Graham's
5,181 (31.3 percent); about 2,870
ballots (17.4 percent) were left
blank.

A sticker campaign is difficult
because candidates have to teach
the voters how to properly apply
the stickers to the ballots. If done
incorrectly, a vote can be thrown
out. The Graham campaign has
claimed that there were several ir-
regularities in Tuesday's voting.
In particular, some supporters
charged that Thompson workers
had put Grahamn stickers over

By Simson L. Garfinkel
Retail stores have been slow to

comply with Cambridge's 1987
law banning smoking in most
public places, according to a phy-
sician from the Harvard School
of Public Health at a conference
in Boston yesterday.

"A year after the Cambridge
no-smoking ordinance went into
effect, we found pretty poor
compliance with it," Michael F.
Bierer said. Bierer and three oth-
er researchers surveyed 154 stores
a month before the law went into
effect and' a year afterwards. At
the end of the year's time, only
40 percent of the stores had dis-
played a sign forbidding smoking
on their premises as the law re-
quires, Bierer told a group of the
American Public Health Associa-
tionws 116th annual meeting.

Furthermore, only 2.5 percent
of the stores displayed signs with
the wording 'Smoking Prohibit-
ed by Law," as the Cambridge
ordinance specifically requires,
Bierer said.

The Cambridge city ordinance
went into effect tin March 9,
1987. One of the law's immediate
effects was the banning of smok-
ing in all public areas at MIT.
Signs that proclaim "Smoking
Prohibited by Law" are now a fa-
miliar part of the MIT landscape
and smoking has apparently
decreased.

But in the Cambridge retail in-
dustry, the law has little impact.
A year after the law's passage,
there was no significant change
in the number of stores harbor-
ing smokers. In February 1988,
smokers were seen in 11.7 per-
cent of the stores, compared with
10.3 percent in February 1987, al-
though they accounted for only 1
percent of the stores' occupants.

Store employees were five
times more likely to be smokers
than customers, Bierer said. The
study found that 38 percent of
employees questioned erroneous-
ly stated that smoking was al-
lowed in their stores, in direct vi-
olation of the Cambridge law.

Stores in Harvard Square had
the lowest levels of smoking,
while stores in Innman Square
and East Cambridge had the
highest. In the 1980 census,
Bierer noted, the region of Cam-
bridge around Harvard Square
reported the highest levels of per-
sonal income in the city while
the regions around Innman
Square and East Cambridge re-
ported the lowest income levels.

LoPrest and !
successful in r

By Andrew L. Fish
The status quo was the big vic-

tor in last week's election, with
voters returning State Sen. Mi-
chael LoPresti Jr.= US Rep. Jo-
seph P. Kennedy II, and US Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy to office. In
addition, Massachusetts voters
rejected all four statewide refer-
enda, while a non-binding refer-
endum in Cambridge on Palestin-
ian rights passed by a narrow
margin, according to unofficial
results in the Cambridge Chron-
icle.

Although Gov. Michael S. Du-
kakis won his home state by an
eight point margin and Cam-
bridge with an overwhelming 77
percent of the vote, George Bush
was selected to become the 41st
President of the United States,
winning 40 states and 426 elector-
al votes. The combination of

Supporting players are
strong part of Musical
Theatre Guild's
production of South
Paicific. Page 13.

Thompson beats back
Graham reelection bidStores fail to comply

with city smoking law
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-- Professor, Columbia University

- Author: All Fall Down: America and the
Iranian Revolution

Tues., November 15

4:30 p.m.

E51-332

open to public

Sponsored by the Center for International Studies, MIT
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dustrial automation, he said.
Despite the favorable recom-

mendation from the first com-
mittee and the nine evaluators,
the department voted 5-4 with
two abstentions to deny tenure,
Kairys said. They based their de-
cision on the two negative evalua-
tions which they solicited, and
they also considered Noble's non-
scholarly writings as part of his
scholarship, Kairys claimed.

In his original Statement of
Claims, Noble sued Reintjes for
defamation of his work and
scholarship. In light of new evi-
dence gathered Lfrom the '" .nure
documents, Noble believes he
now "has a strong case for a li-
ability suit."

The National Coalition for
Universities in the Public Interest
has largely funded Noble's suit
against MIT. "We [Noble and the
NCUPI] are doing this to estab-
lish due process for faculty at
MIT. If we succeed, we will have
made a real contribution," Noble
said.

cess of evaluation and obtaining
references, Kairys said. First, a
four-member interdepartmental
review committee (composed of
Lester C. Thurow, now dean of
the Sloan School of Manage-
ment; Walter Dean Burnham,
formerly professor of political
science; Professor of Science,
Technology and Society Merritt
R. Smith; and Professor of Aero-
nautics Lean Trilling) prepared a
list of nine people in various dis-
ciplines whose evaluations would
be sought. All of these evalua-
tions were positive, Kairys said.

ui ithle rlgram e il Sc-ience,
Technology and Society added
two evaluators to the list. While
this was not in itself improper,
these two evaluations were the
only negative ones received,
Kairys said.

One of the evaluators added by
the department, Francis Reintjes,
had a clear conflict of interest,
Noble claimed. In his book,
Forces of Production Noble had
objected to some of Reintjes'
work on the social history of in-

(Continued from page 1)
offers faculty no right to an ex-
planation or an appeal are scan-
dalous," he continued.

According to Kairys, the mo-
tion for opening to the public the
confidential tenure documents is
pending the trial date hearing.
"It will all come out in the trial,
anyway," Noble commented.

Noble had been an assistant
professor in the Program in Sci-
ence, Technology and Society be-
fore he was denied tenure. Kairys
asserted that Noble's work has
"redefined the field" by arguing
mhat suc-iely aid - cu.tui a.'I-
technology as much as technol-
ogy affects society and culture.

But 'Noble's scholarly work
[alsol sharply criticized MIT as
an institution, and [his] public
speech criticized MIT's ties with
industry and MIT's improper use
of publicly-created university re-
sources for private commercial
benefit," according to the text of
Noble's lawsuit.

The tenure documents reveal
several irregularities in the pro-

gress, Stewart said. But conserva-
tive Senator J. Bennett Johnston
Jr. (D-LA) is currently favored
over Daniel K. Inouye (D-HA)
and George J. Mitchell (D-MA)
in a three way race for Senate
majority leader.

party has "clear solutions" to the
pressing problems of the day. He
expected the political situation to
stay this way until an "extended
crisis" occurs. A divided govern-
ment "often happens in a period
like this," he commented.

While Stewart believed Bush
did not receive much of a man-
date from the election, he felt
that the Democratic Congress
would work in a bipartisan man-
ner to address pressing issues like
the budget deficit. He conceded
that since "Bush was not kind to
liberal Democrats" some Demo-
crats may not want to work with
him. But he believed that prag-
matists, both in the White House
and the Congress, would prevent
a political stalemate.

Stewart pointed to Bush's ap-
pointment of James A. Baker III
as Secretary of State as evidence
that Bush Was not planning "to
fight a war with Congress."

There will not much change in
the ideological balance or leader-
ship positions in the new Con-

(Continued from page 1)
four statewide referenda by wide
margins. The questions would
have provided a pay raise for
state officials, repealed the state's
prevailing wage law, regulated the
treatment of farm animals, and
closed nuclear power plants. All
were rejected by at least 20
points. But Cambridge residents
favored closing the state's nuclear
power plants 51-49 percent.

In another close vote, Cra-
bridge residents voted 5248 per-
cent in favor of a nonbinding
question advocating Palestinian
rights. A similar question in
Newton failed by a 2-1 margin.

National picture uncertain

On the national level, Demo-
crats gained one seat in the Sen-
ate, six seats in the House, and
two governorships, while losing
the White House. Assistant Pro-
fessor Charles Stewart III of the
Department of Political Science
said this muddied election mes-
sage showed that neither political

Sarath Krishnaswamy/The Tech

"'ve been kegged!" Sporting the newest fashion trend
is Burton Bomber Craig Clearman '92. Upperclassmen
on his floor chained Clearman and the keg together.
After 33 hours, the freshman was "dekegged" on
Thursday during an 1802 lecture.

I
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MIT Musical Theatre Guild

announces 

PRODUCTION STAFF 
INTERVIEWSa

for our AP4 production of

re rw Yantasfirks
Nov. 21 and 22, 7-10 pm

Call for an appointment,
or info, at 253-6294.

OPrfra ce: Fb 3W20-45,,1, 
Perlformance: Feb. 3,4,5,9,10,11

S A L O N
Limit one coupon per customer - Not valid with other

promotions - Not valid with Giacomo or Teresa
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

508 COMMONWEALTH AVE BOSTON, MA (617) 437-1313

Noble wants winter trial date- - I --

Status quo remrnains after elections

The Tech News Hotline x3-1541

EMILE BUSTANI MIDDLE EAST SEMINAR

"AMERICA, IRABN, and the
PERSIAN GULF"

by

GARY SICK

- Former Mlember, National Security

SPECIAL
OFFER

$12.50 WASH
CUT-STYLE
with this coupon

until 12/23/88
(regular $20.00)
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PLO declares independent state
The Palestine Liberation Organization's parliament-in-

exile last night proclaimed an independent Palestinian
homeland with Jerusalem as its capital, and implicity rec-
ognized Israel. But the group has not set boundaries for
the homeland, saying that should be left for future nego-
tiations. The 450-mnember Palestine National Council,
meeting in Algiers, also voted to renounce terrorism. The
actions are seen as a victory for PLO chief Yasser Arafat
over more hardline factions in the guerrilla group.

Arafat, in a radio interview earlier in the day, said his
group had reached a turning point in its struggle for a
homeland. He said the PLO's decisions would influence
events elsewhere in the Arab world. Israeli authorities
tried to keep a lid on things in the occupied lands while
the meeting in Algiers was going on. The Israeli Army
said it has arrested more than 50 Palestinian guerrillas in
the West Bank, where a curfew is in effect for three
villages.

Soviet shuttle launched
Radio Moscow reported last night that the Soviet

Union has successfully launched its unmanned Space
Shuttle Buran. The radio made the announcement just
minutes' after the scheduled launch time from Soviet cen-
tral Asia. It gave no details of the launch, but the timing
indicates the countdown went smoothly despite fears that
rising winds and ice would halt the launch for a second
time.

Gorbachev to visit US next month
US officials say Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev will

make another visit to the United States next month to ad-
dress the United Nations and will meet with President
Reagan. Gorbachev is expected to meet also with Presi-
dent-elect George Bush while he is in New York. Reagan
met with Gorbachev in Washington last December, the
third of their four summit meetings. Bush said last week
he was interested in meeting with Gorbachev early in his
administration if it could produce progress, on arms con--
trol, human rights, or regional disputes.

Shamir asked to form government
Israel's president has called on Prime Minister Yitzhak

Shamir, the leader of the right-wing Likud Party, to form
a national unity government with the left-leaning Labor
Party. But it appears more likely that Likud will form a
new government by linking up with the small conservative
and religious parties. That has raised concern in Israel's
secular community that the new government will try to
impose strict religious laws.

Use of Morse code abandoned
The use of Morse code on the high seas is headed for

the history books. World shipping leaders have approved
new satellite communications technology they say will be
even better. Morse code has been used for maritime dis-
tress calls since the turn of the century. The system of
dots and dashes told the world in 1912 that the Titanic
was sinking.

Transition to pick up
The presidential transition should pick up steam this

week, after President-elect George Bush ends his Florida
vacation today. Craig Fuller, the transition's co-director,
said Bush is expected to name his budget director later in
the week. And Washington insiders expect Bush to an-
nounce that he will retain Nicholas Brady as Treasury sec-
retary.

Bush tries to calm financial fears
President-elect George Bush sought yesterday to calm

world financial jitters about his forthcoming presidency
Bush said he will continue the policy of coordinated inter-
vention with allies when major currencies rise or fall too
quickly. The stock market fell almost 80 points last week,
partially because of the dollar's slide against other cur-
rencies.

US to test transportation workers
Officials said the Transportation Department is order-

ing random drug tests for a broad range of transportation
workers. The new rules, aimed at improving transporta-
tion safety, would cover about four million workers -
from commercial pilots to truckers. The testing require-
ment is virtually sure to be challenged in the courts.
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Dukakis positive on state budget
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis painted a positive outlook on

handling the state's fiscal problems. Dukakis told a morn-
ing Statehouse news conference yesterday that he will ad-
dress the state legislature today, that he has met with vari-
ous legislative and administrative leaders on solving the
problem, and Dukakis insisted that the fiscal woes experi-
enced in Massachusetts are not unique and that other
states are going through the same problems in the wake of
federal tax reform.

In the meantime, the House Ways and Means Commit-
tee has opened a budget oversight hearing that will focus
on the state's borrowing of $1.6 billion in the first four
months of the current fiscal year to nmeet expenses.

Monitor editors resign in protest
Editor Katherine Fanning and two of her top assistants

at the Christian Science Monitor resigned yesterday. Also
resigning were Managing Editor David Anable and Assis-
tant Managing Editor David Winder. The group said in a
joint statement that a restructuring of the church-owned
newspaper was seriously weakening its editorial substance.
Fanning said that the church decided to cut the daily size
of the newspaper from an average 28 pages to 16 pages
and eliminate advertising. The decision to downsize the
paper and drastically cut its staff will seriously weaken
the quality of the paper, Fanning said. She also com-
plained that editorial independence was threatened by a
decision to allow Business Manager John Hoagland to
have control over newspaper content.

Notre Dame tops AP poll
There was little change in the weekly Associated Press

Top 20 football poll. Unbeaten Notre Dame held onto the
top spot, receiving 40 of 59 first-place votes. The top sev-
en teams actually stayed the same in balloting by sports-
casters and sportswriters' USC- was second after being
mentioned first on 18 ballots. The Trojans are followed
by Miami, West Virginia, Ftorida State. UCLA. and Ne-
braska. Auburn moved up a spot to eight, then crromes,
.Oklahoma andArkansas. Louisiana State is eleventh, fol-
lowed by Michigan, Oklahoma State, Syracuse, Clemson,
Wyoming, Houston, and Alabama. Rounding out this
week's group are Washington State and Georgia.

Hershiser unanimous choice for
AP baseball all-star team

World Series MVP Orei Hershiser is the only unani-
mous selection to this year's Associated Press major
league all-star team. The Los Angeles Dodgers right-
hander is joined on the pitching staff by Minnesota vTwins
lefthander Frank Viola and Oakland Athletics reliever
Dennis Eckersley. The infield is made up of San Francisco
Giants first baseman Wil Clark, Chicago Cubs second
baseman Ryne Sandberg, and Detroit Tigers shortstop AI-
lan Trammel, with Wade Boggs of the Boston Red Sox at
third. The outfield is an all-American League affair. In
rightfield, it's MVP Jose Canseco of the A's, with Kirby
Puckett of the Twins in center and Mike Greenwell of the
Red Sox in left.
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Mild weather continues in the

While residents of the central. Rocky. Mountain
states northeast through Minnesota are dealing with
moderate to heavy snow, cold temperatures, and
strong winds, we in the northeast are continuing to
enjoy rather mild weather. The pattern responsible
for these weather conditions is expected to last
through the week. The outlook for next week calls
for below normal temperatures and above normal
precipitation.

Today: Partly cloudy and mild. Winds west 10
mph. High 55 °E

Tonight: Partly cloudy. Winds northwest 5 mph.
Low 40°E

Wednesday: Mostly sunny. Winds southwest 3-8
mph. High 57 °E Low 39-42 °F.

Thursday: Increasing clouds with showers arriving
late. High 58-63 °F. Low 43 °F.

Forecast by Michael C. Morgan

I
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Compiled by Niraj S. Desai

t fWHAT MEWOR? GRAPHIC SCANNINIG CORRP

If Wall Street, investment banking and the design and
constructionr of PC networks excite you, you may be
interested in working for Graphic Scanning - leader in
data and message processing for the investment banking
and legal communities.

if you are a self starter anld are looking for an unusual and
exciting entry level position in marketing and developing
communication systems, sign up for an interview with
Graphic Scanning on November 18, 1988 at MIT's Career
Services.

Graphic Scanning Corp.s
11 Broadway
New York, NY 10004
(212) 943-0660
Attn: Ana Rivas-Bertolo
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JANET VAN NESS, HEALTH EDUCATOR IN THE MBT
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT HAS PRACTICAL WAYS FOR

HANnD!NG EXYA-M.-TM!ME JITTERS.
PICK UP SOME NEW IDEAS!

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17
MEZZANINE LOUNGE

STUDENT CENTER
12 NOON
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In the thin air of the high Pe-
ruvian Andes Susan aid I gasped
for breathe as we made our way
up a stone-laid path built over
five-hundred years ago by the In-
cas. We were nearing the top of a
13,700 foot pass, and our back-
packs, filled with four days of
food and camping gear, felt
heavier with each step.

Just in front of us a group of
British teenagers, carrying only
extra sweaters and canteens,
bounced giddily up the trail. We
paused and looked back down
the path; in the distance another
group of hikers was mov ing
quickly towards us along the
steep, narrow trail. As they
neared we realized they were not
hiking; they were running. We
stared in amazement as they be-
gan trotting past us, each a small
powerful, Peruvian wearing san-
dals, colorful pointed woolen
caps, and bent beneath huge
loads strapped to their backs
with ropes or blankets. Sweat
dripped off their brows, their
necks strained, and their faces
grimaced in pain as they silently
moved along under their heavy
loads.

In no time they had moved be-
yond the teenagers and soon, we
saw them crest the pass and dis-
appear over the horizon. Like ap-

paritions from a distant era, they
were gone as quickly as they had
come. Nearly five centuries have
gone by since long lines of such
men had carried weighty burdens
for the high Incan priests and
priestesses of the sun, trekking to
the same destination: the ancient
lost city of the Incas, Machu
Pichu.

We continued our slow march
upward, arriving at the top of the
pass well behind the teenagers
and the mysterious Peruvians.
The British youths were shouting
and running about, delightfully
and energetically taking in the
tremendous views down either
side of the high pass and snap-
ping photos of one another in
front of a tall, wooden cross that
marked the crest.

The Peruvians kept to them-
selves, quietly talking to one an-
other in their native language,
Quechua, and resting their weary
backs against the rocky slopes.
They had seen the view before.

Their ancestors had built the
trail, as well as the many ruined
stone palaces, temples, terraces,
and towns that dot the landscape
of the Urubamba Valley. They
spoke the tongue of a great em-
pire that once stretched from
northern Chile to Columbia.

The Incan Empire was the last
and most powerful of a long line
of sophisticated Andean cultures
dating back to 2000 BC, includ-
ing the Chavfn, the Nazca, the
Mochica, and the Chimd em-
pires. These civilizations have left
behind evidence of highly refined
and complex cultures with ceram-
ics and architecture that rival the
Greeks and the Egyptians, and
textiles that compare with those
of ancient India. Beginning in the
11th century, the Incas furthered
the Andean cultural evolution

(Please turn to page 109

Professor David Epstein, conduc-
tor of the MIT Symphony, was
openly hostile towards MITCO's
president. He self-centeredly
claimed that MITCO would tax
the limited pool of musicians
available.

Richmond, in his ill-humored
review, missed the point that, un-
like Professor Vazquez's Indepen-
dent Activities Period orchestras,
MITCO provides an opportunity
for students to learn and gain ex-
perience together - possibly to a
greater extent than Symphony al-
lows due to MITCO's smaller
forces. Instead of detailing his
(arguable) opinions of MITCO's
performance, he should have giv-
en the organization some degree
of respect for having survived its
initial months. The musicians of
MITCO are there because they
want to be, not solely for putting
on a performance. Richmond's
review will only serve to increase
the difficulties MITCO will have
in keeping this group together.

But perhaps most offensive,
Richmond questions whether
MITCO's present conductor,
Richard Larraga, is capable. I
would remind him that Larraga
has spent an important part of
his life studying under world-
famous conductors, and has also
proven his abilities in a variety of
area engagements. MITCO musi-
cians have generally high praise

for Larraga's conducting tech-
nique, and his conceptions, of
which Richmond claims he has
none, are in fact one of the most
instructive aspects of MITCO's
rehearsals.

While preparing the program
notes for Saturday's concert, I
asked Larraga to detail his over-
all conception of Siegfried Idyll,
and I found his response valid,
and thought-provoking. State-
ments made by Richmond such
as "Larraga had no conception
of the work as an organic whole"
are, to me, simply wrong. Rich-
mond claims that the perfor-
mance of Beethoven's second was
"shapeless, uneven, and
strained." Perhaps he would like
to explain why the audience
called Larraga back to the podi-
um twice after the end of the
piece? Most of the musicians I
know that were in attendance
claim that the piece was played
with a musicality rarely heard in
modern performances, and this
should stand as a credit to
Larraga.

I hope in the future The Tech
will be more careful in its deci-
sion to print Richmond's reviews.
This time, it has succeeded in
suppressing the reputation of one
of MIT's most promising new
groups, as well as the unparai
leled talents of one member of its
community.

Louis J. Toth '89

To the Editor:
Most of the musicians I know

place no value in the reviews of
Jonathan Richmond, and I
would ordinarily not bother to
write a letter to critique his
views. Richmond's review of the
MIT Chamber Orchestra's pre-
miere concert, though, ["New
Chamber Orchestra not ready for
concert platform," Nov. 81 has
personally hurt a number of peo-
ple, and I feel this time that The
Tech owes the MIT community a
note of apology.

MITCO was formed by student
musicians who felt that the MIT
community should support a
more varied selection of syrrm-
phonic performance than it cur-
rently does. Many students are
interested in seeing the group be-
come one of MIIT's "institu-
tions." However, MITCO has
been subjected to many initial
hurdles. For example: MITCO
must raise hundreds of dollars
per concert to meet the music de-
partment's rental charges for in-
struments and for Killian Hall it-
self. The group does not get the
opportunity to rehearse in Killian
because it cannot afford these
charges. Morally, MITCO has re-
ceived neutral support at best
from the music faculty. I noted
sadly that not one music faculty
member chose to attend Satur-
day's concert. Early in the term,
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238 MAIN STREET,
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02142

Telephone: 617-491-0050

PART-TIME WORK
in KENDALL SQ.

iBM - PC/AT's
COMPUTER DEPT.

8 to 15 hours per week

We are seeking three persons
to work on a part-time basis for
the following 3 jobs ...
#1 - Download data from

System/38 mini to PCs,
prepare diskettes with data
for Heritage clients, install
Heritage PC programs for
clients, etc.

#2 - dBase III programmer to
continue development on
customized dbase software
for our customer service
dept.

#3 - "C" junior programmner to
work witt h our senior
programmers on
enhancements for several
unique software programs
developed at Heritage.

Hours are flexible, during
normal working hours. Pay scale
competitive: $10 to $12 per
hour. Duration 4 to 6 months,
possibly longer.
Starting date: ASAP

Please call HERITAGE
TRAVEL Personnel Dept. 491-
0050 x291. Ask for Betty.
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To the Editor:
I am writing in response to

Chris Papineau's letter ["Pro-
choice tactics foolish," Nov. 8] in
which he attacks the pro-choice
group demonstrating in Lobby 7
on October 28 for their "com-
pieeiy sickening and demented
means" of expressing their views,
while congratulating his own
group, MIT Pro-Life, for their
"construttive and civilized ap-
proach" to communicating their
convictions.

In this particular case, MIT
Pro-Life has shot itself in the
foot. To many people, MIT Pro-
Life's pumpkin sale did not
4"communicate their conviction
that life is sacred," as they so be-
lieve. Rather, it suggested that, in
comparing a child to a pumpkin,
they were trivializing the conse-
quences of having and raising a
child.

A person does not agonize for
weeks over whether or not to buy
a pumpkin. A woman does not
carry a pumpkin for 9 months.
Buying a pumpkin will not per-
manently change one's life. A
woman does not worry if she can
properly raise a pumpkin and
give it the love and attention it
deserves. The suggestion that one
can adopt a pumpkin as one
would have a child is a miscon-
strued idea that diminishes the
whole decision process through
which women considering abor-

tactics were
hanger, but the horror of this

thought is not a reason for ignor-
ing it. I doubt that those who
have had abortions were dis-
tressed by the display; in particu-
lar those who have had street
abortions are probably comfort-
ed that some people are deter-
mined not to return to the days
of such dangerous procedures.

I have no quarrel with respect
for human life, although it seems
strange that some people do not
consider the quality of the life of
an unwanted child of a solo
mother, often too young to cope

ALL GRAD ATE STUDENTS MMTT
Put a little Sunshine

in your life...

Join The Tech!
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tions must go.
Ironically, Papineau expresses

concern over "how distressing
[the pro-choice demonstration]
would be to those individuals
passing by who had gone through
abortions themselves." He forgets
that, if Pro-Life had its way,
these individuals would not have
been able to have the safe abor-
tions they did, but would be
forced to go to back-alley clinics
where coat hangers would be a
real method to perform abortions
and not just a symbol wielded by
student demonstrators in a colle-
giate corridor.

Looking away from the conse-
quences of a law banning abor-
tions, looking away from the coat
hangers and the thousands who
have died having abortions when
they were illegal, will not make
abortion go away. No woman
wants to have an abortion; how-
ever, for certain reasons which
she must weigh herself, a woman
may decide that having a child is
not the right choice for her.

No, MIT Pro-Life is not a
group of abortion clinic bomb-
ers. Their methods may not be
violent, but in supporting the
closing of legal abortion clinics,
their result in the end is the
same: the elimination of a wom-
an's control over her body and
her future.

Abortion is not a pretty

legitimate
with such responsibility, support-
ed by welfare in a drug and
crime-ridden neighborhood. It is
also unclear when a fetus ac-
quires the same right not to be
molested as an infant, and even
if it does at conception there re-
mains another question. Why
does the woman in whose body it
is growing have a positive duty to
go through the processes of preg-
nancy and birth for it, and then
commit herself to care for it for
several years or endure one of the
most difficult separations?

Jorgen Harmse G

thought, but it-is a fact. Women
throughout the ages have always
had abortions, and will continue
to do so. Coat hangers are not a
pretty thought either, but they
too will become real again if leg-
islation making abortions illegal
is passed.

The real question here is not:
Do we want women to have abor-
tions or not? The real question
is: Do we want safe abortions or
not? We must keep the coat
hanger a symbol and stop it from
becoming a reality again.

Elizabeth Ling '89

'- YOU COUtLD TRY AGAIN tI JANUARY .. /Y l .
I

To the Editor:
I am concerned by Patricia

Majkowski's letter ["Pro-life
group trivializes abortion," Nov.
4], not so much by her opinions
as by the tactics used in the letter
to pursue her cause. I would like
to comment on how we are de-
bating the abortion issue at MIT,
but first I will attempt to answer
her charges and questions. I am a
member of MIT Pro-Life, but
not an officer, a spokesman for
the group, nor an organizer of
the pumpkin sale discussed in the
letter.

Majkowski was "angry" that
Pro-Life could "trivialize" the
abortion issue: "Why pump-
kins?" As the assistant vice presi-
dent of Pro-Life, Chris Papirn-
eau, wrote last week ["Pro-choice
tactics foolish," Nov. 8], the pur-
pose was to raise funds. People
like to buy pumpkins in late Oc-
tober, so this was a reasonable
choice. It does not imply that
pumpkins are related to abor-
tion. For analogy, consider the
Technology Community Women's
annual craft sale in Lobby 10. I
do not know of any misunder-
standing about this event "trivial-
izing" women. Nor does a church
bake sale trivialize major philo-
sophical questions. It is just a

fund raiser.
Does listing a name and age on

each pumpkin "emphasize some
sort of reality?" First, the labels
actually listed an age and associ-
ated facts about fetal develop-
ment at that age, which were no-
ticed by those who read both
sides of the labels. A primary
function of MIT Pro-Life is edu-
cation on relevant issues, like fe-
tal development and the effects
of abortion on women, children,
and men. The labels were a cre-

(Please turn to page 11)

Pro-choiice'
To the Editor:

What was so "foolish and irre-
sponsible" about the pro-choice
rally discussed in Chris Papin-
eau's letter ["Pro-choice tactics
foolish," Nov. 8]? Was it wrong
to react when a group represent-
ing the opposite point of view
raised its profile? Did the un-
scheduled demonstration disrupt
the flow along the Infinite
Corridor or cause any other
disturbance?

It is certainly sickening to
imagine a woman becoming so
desperate that she attempts to
perform an abortion with a coat

(2)
(4)
(3)
(3)
(5)

(2)
(3)
(a)
(2)
(1)
(4)
(2)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

1. CIVIL ENGINEERING
2. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
$4. ARCHITECTURE
5. CHEMISTRY
6. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING &

COMPUTER SCIENCE
7. BIOLOGY
8. PHYSICS
11. URBAN STUDIES AND PLANNING
13. OCEAN ENGiNEER'ING
14. ECONOMICS
15. SLOAN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
16. AERONAUTICS & ASTRONAUTICS
17. POLITICAL SCIENCE
24. LINGUISTICS AND PHILOSOPHY
TECHNOLOGY AND POLICY PROGRAM
SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIETY
WESTGATE
OFF-CAMPUS

at x3-
form,

the Graduate
by 50-222 to
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PuLmpkins not analogous to children
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Writer misstates goals
of M IT Pro-Life group

The GRADUATE STUDENT COUNCIL is currently looking for
representatives from the following departments and living
groups (Number in parenthesis = number of reps needed):

BLAK ONId WP~[A&

presents a lecture by:

NEiU MCKAY
Professor of Afro-American Studies

IFTt;J ea l'. of Wsconsin

Thursday, November 17
7pm

Rm. 66-110
MIT

S nsored the rnm in Wome n Studies the Literature Faculty, e Witi g Pram, the
Ife o Ifno'~

r
v 

d
ll

ca ti
o rthe Office of the Special Assisant to the Presdent iand

Asulnantf Equal Oppunity OJ~cr, and the Austfn Kelt& Fundt at MiT. F ormo,',
inrformation, ontacr t he Program in Women ~g Studies at 253-8844.

Student Council office
pick up a nomination
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Al does not attack dignity of Turkish people
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This is a principle the Amnesty
group at MIT seeks to uphold.
We have organized public events
on Vietnam, Guatemnala, Ethio-
pia, South Korea, the United
States, and other countries. We
hiave organized letter campaigns
at tables in Lobby 10 on the
USSR, South Africa, the Peoples
Republic of China, Colombia,
the US, and other countries. I
have frequently had citizens of
the countries involved thank us
for our efforts.

Richard Koch G

Third in a series.
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Pressure,
confidence
and self-esteem.
Pressure to excel is inherent in any institution that
strives to be the best of its kind. For many of us, M.I.T.
is our first experience in an environment where the
problems are so challenging and where our fellow
students are so capable.

The challsenge to our confidence and self-esteem can
be enormous and leads to pressure to "mPeasure up."

There is a temptation to suggest changes to reduce
this pressure: a lighter course load, easier grading,
easier courses, less homework, etc.

Experience teaches us that in the long run sself-
esteem and confidence cannot come from reducing the
challenges we face. Confidence and self-esteem
rather are inward manifestations of a very special
experience.

This experience comes the same way scientific
knowledge is obtained: by testing in a real situation.
When we face the challenges of solving real and
difficult problems; when we solve problems others have
attempted and have not solved; when we break
ground with new knowledge; when we see our own
solutions tested by reality and verified, then we
acquire confidence and self-esteem. There simply is no
other way. And recognition, when it comes, is fully
deserved.

In the most basic terms, we gain confidence and self-
esteem not by reducing challenges, but by meeting
and overcoming them. Less pressure does not
produce self-esteem, and it certainly does not provide
confidence.

Our challenge is to approach every problem with this
perspective. Our challenge is also to develop the
attitude that only the best effort is acceptable and the
belief that we can, in fact, produce the best work.

While we struggle and learn we need to remind each
1,,,w, te,,t we have chosen tile 1-= es an....

challenging educational institution of its kind, and that
the confidence and recognition will eventually come.

Note: Each year the Bose Foundation sponsors a one year fellowship
for a first year graduate student in electrical engineering. Please see
your faculty advisor for more information or write Susan Herman, Bose
Foundation, The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701-9168.

Bose Foundation
The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701-9168

every meal.*

Rebecca's Cafe
*Just peseat vow cumt tdeat iden.tio card and.

w11 tke a ddLta off your ptrchma of any
sandwich or hot ame,. Limit one doisot per purchase.
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may be stopped. Amnesty Inter-
national applies the same stan-
dard to all governments. The
Amnesty report states: "Amnesty
International is impartial. It does
not oppose or support any gov-
ernment or politicai system, nor
does it support or oppose the
views of the prisoners whose
rights it seeks to protect. It is
concerned solely with the protec-
tion of the human rights involved
in each case, regardless of the
ideology of the government or
the beliefs of the victim."

their records on human rights:
instead of attempting conmpari-
sons, it concentrates on trying to
end the specific violations of
human rights in each case."

Several people in the audience
seemed to confuse criticisms of
the practices of the Turkish gov-
ernment with attacks on them-
selves. The Amnesty Internation-
al MIT Group is not attacking
the dignity of the Turkish people.
We are simply trying to educate
people about the existence of hu-
man rights abuses so that they

prisoners of conscience-people
imprisoned for their beliefs, race,
sex, ethnic origin or religion who
have not used or advocated
violence.

A 1988 report from Helsinki
Watch contains the following
statement on the use of the Kurd-
ish language: "In eastern Turkey,
where the Kurds predominate,
contradictions abound. Kurdish
is spoken openly in the streets,
despite its official proscription.
But its use in strctly prohibited
in government offices and in
courts and prisons. A 1983 law
proscribed publications in lan-
guages other than Turkish, In the
villages, local authorities often
tolerate wedding celebrations at
which Kurdish costumes, music
and dances are the custom, yet
there are reports of people who
have been arrested merely for
possessing cassettes of Kurdish
music." The report also mentions
a case where a father who had
given his children Kurdish names
was summoned to court and
forced to change the names. It
also contains the statement of a
lawyer who said that when he
tried to communicate with his
imprisoned clients he was re-
quired to use Turkish even
though his clients only knew
Kurdish.

The speaker was criticized for
presenting a dark and one-sided
view of Turkey. Although the
speaker was not a representative
of Amnesty International but of
Helsinki Watch, I believe the fol-
lowing Amnesty International
policy statement is relevant:
"Amnesty International does not
grade governments according to

To the Editor:
At a talk by Lois Whitman,

"Human Rights in Turkey" spon-
sored by the Amnesty Interna-
tional MIT Group, several mem-
bers of the audience criticized
posters that we used to publicize
the event that stated "In Turkey
it is illegal to share religious
books with your friends and use
the Kurdish language." One
member of the audience said that
he had shared religious books
with his friends in Turkey and
nothing had ever happened to
him; someone also made the
comment that Kurdish is widely
spoken in Turkey.

I based the comment about
sharing religious books on the
following passage from a petition
which 1 received in a mailing in
September from the Amnesty In-
ternational USA office in New
York City: "We appeal on behalf
of Turkish citizen, Hasan Cos-
kun, an Islamic priest who was
arrested in June 1987 and
charged with 'anti-secular propa-
ganda' for sharing some books
on religious matters with col-
leagues and friends. There was
no evidence presented at his trial
that he has ever used or advocat-
ed violence. Nevertheless he was
convicted and is now service a
sentence in Bursa Special Type
Prison."

I do not know how many such
cases there are in Turkey, but
even if it is the only one it is too
many. I would like to point out
that the Amnesty International
Report 1988 (which describes
events in 1987) states that in 1987
there were hundreds of people
imprisoned in Turkey whom Am-
nesty International considered
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administration to Big Brother,
since it is allowed "to dictate and
impose upon us a way of life not
of our own choosing." Big Broth-
er is not MIT. Unfortunately, Big
Brother is the tobacco industry,
which has imposed nicotine de-
pendence upon smokers - a way
of life not of their own choosing.
For years, non-smokers have been
expected to tolerate this lifestyle
of smoking. Times have changed,
and the MIT policy is simply re-

flecting current attitudes. If these
attitudes make you feel self-con-
scious or undignified, there are
better ways of regaining your dig-
nity than denigrating the MIT
policy.

Why not advocate employee
incentives to quit smoking? She
could ask MIT to provide a quit-
ting program or to compensate
employees who make their own
efforts to quit. The administra-
tion must know that quitting

To the Editor:
I understand Deena Anund-

son's objection to the restrictions
on "employees at MIT who
choose to smoke" ["MIT should
offer areas designated for smok-
ing," Nov. 4], but I question
some of her attitudes. First of all,
I do not believe she was respond-
ing as someone who chooses to
smoke. If one can choose to
smoke, one can also choose not
to smoke, thereby avoiding in-
convenience and making it un-
necessary to write to The Tech.
Since Anundson feels inconven-
ienced enough about smoking to
write a letter, I suggest that she is
not choosing to smoke, but in-
stead has a physical need to
smoke.

She also refers to smoking as a
"private" choice. A private
choice is one that affects only the

chooser. Eating is a private
choice; wearing seatbelts is a pri-
vate choice; but smoking at work
is rarely a private choice. Unless
working in a toll booth, smokers
are bound to interact with em-
ployees who are bothered by
smoke. I agree that sufficient
smoking areas should be provid-
ed, but there's nothing wrong in
regulating smoking, since it isn't
a private choice.

She favors these areas so peo-
ple can "smoke in comfort and
dignity." I suppose smokers who
are stressed out, chewing a ball-
point pen to bits, or pulling their
hair in desperation would find
comfort in a cigarette, but I
wouldn't find dignity in it. These
days, the only place smoking has
dignity is in old movies and ciga-
rette ads.

Finally, she compares the MIT

smoking increases productivity
and reduces health insurance
costs. She could even lobby
against the entity responsible for
her smoking habit - the
Tobacco Industry; War is Peace,
Freedom is Slavery, Smoking is
Glamorous.

Daniel Gilly '85

satisfy. Even with all its power,
MIT cannot dignify smoking.
The idea that smoking is digni-
fied was destroyed when John
Wayne died of lung cancer.

Anundson's comparison of
MIT to Big Brother was com-
pletely unsubstantiated. She im-
plied that if MIT was allowed to
control smoking then someday
MIT might turn into Big Brother
and start controlling what we eat
and drink. Anundson is caught
up in the misconception that
smoking is related to eating and
drinking. They are not related.
Smoking affects the people
around the smoker. Eating does
not affect the surrounding people

(unless the person who is eating
is a slob). Anundson fails to real-
ize that by smoking, she is killing
the people surrounding her. If
Anundson wanted to eat cyanide
that would be ok because she
would only be hurting herself.

I would like to propose that in-
stead of providing smoke rooms,
MIT should restrict the use of
burning materials even further.
Smokers should not be allowed
to pollute the air around the en-
traces of MIT building. Smokers
who congregate around an en-
trance create a hazard. All those
who want to enter the building
must risk their health to pass
through the "death cloud."

Bill Singhose '90

To the Editor:
Deena Anundson's letter

["MIT should offer areas desig-
nated for smokers," Nov. 41 is
screaming out for a rebuttal.

Anundson claims that MIT
should provide a place for smok-
ers to ". . .smoke in comfort and
dignity." MIT. does not have a re-
sponsibility to provide comfort-
able places for people wishing to
pursue their bad habits. It is ob-
vious that if a group of people
enjoyed beating their heads with
blunt instruments, MIT would
not be responsible for providing
a comfortable location. Anund-
son's request for a place to
smoke in dignity is impossible to

To the Editor:
I am writing in response to

Deena Anundson's letter ["MIT
should offer areas designated for
smokers," Nov. 4].

I disapprove of smokers por-
traying themselves as the victims
of a discrimination. Yes, MIT has
power to regulate smoking. Ex-
posure to cagicinogenic substances
should be voluntary. MIT is
merely protecting the right of
non-smokers not to breathe
smoke.

Creating designated smoking
areas would involve extra ex-
penses. If smokers wish to pay
for it, fine. But I really don't see
what principles would justify de-
manding non-smokers to finance
the smokers habits.

I strongly feel that the MIT
policy is protecting rather than
infringing upon personal rights.
Freedom of choice also means re-
sponsibility for the consequences
of the choice.

Witold Biedrzycki G

I

I had the shock of my life when
he answered his dorm room door.
He was about six foot seven...in
diameter. And when he shook my "
hand, I thought I'd never get it back. 

So there I was, face-to-knee with
the big man on campus, wondering
how I was going to relate American

Literature to The Hulk.
But then he pulled out a can of

Orange Cappuccino. I was shocked!
Could it be that this tough jock

liked its delicate taste? And when
Bone Crusher brought out the bone

china, I was beyond belief
Reading the expression on my

face, he said, "What can I say? I like it.
The Caf Francais is pretty good,
too." Well, who's going to argue, I
thought. As we sipped our Orange
Cappuccino, I discovered that Billy Jo
loves reading novels; his only problem
was poetry So I gave him tips on
,.a,,,g Icm ;h Q;.- hns In, and ,.A %.4~3L.I115 1 11..11J ly .. ~g'l&~.Jl 1
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gave me a copy or Anna Beattics
"Falling in Place"

Ali could think was, Dad's never
going to believe this!

Japanese Translators

Language translations
into or from Japanese for
technical documents in
various fields. Excellent
pay for accurate work.
New England's largest
translation company,
located in Cambridge.
Free-lance assignments.
Call Caroline, 864-3900.

DON'T WAIT!
AtMONW FM

THE M IDAYS , ips
*a TISTO! StIrtting At

LONON 398
PARIS 488
ROME 538
CARACAS 320
ST. THOMAS 349
SYDNEY 1028
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Yrea Catelll 
?a woul." L 61?-2166-92
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General Foods International Coffees.
Share the feeling.

Smoking is not a choice, rather a physical need

Smoking hazardous to others

Smnokers not victims
of M&IT's restrictions

A104
Physical Education

My first time tutoring was a night
to remember. My student was some-
thing called Bone Crusher Reed, a.k.a.
Billy Jo, defensive tackle for the foot-
ball team.

...... ... .

© 1988 General foodsCorp.
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REAL-TIME

- ENGINEER
LABTECH, a leading developer of data
acqguisition and contrs% software for
laborsatory and factory autgsmticon
applications, is exp~anding its ellite ssftware
devlopment teamo.

LAB are seeking edperienled odstart
Programmers with a drive to develop irn 64CI
and Assembler for UNIX workstations.

Send resume to:
Dr. Frederick A. Putnam
Laboratory Technologies Corporation
400 Research Drive
Wilmington, Ma/A 01887
508-657-5400.
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All group:
To the Editor:

With surprisingly little fanfare,
MIT's Class of 1992 has enrolled
with 41 percent minority stu-
dents. That is the highest propor-
tion of minorities in MIT's histo-
ry. Nine percent are black, 12
percent are Hispanic or Native
American, and 20 percent are
Asian American. Even if we ex-:
clude Asians, MIT still has one
of the highest proportions of un-
derrepresented minorities of any
nationally ranked university. Nev-
ertheless, when blacks are 14 per-
cent and Hispanics are 12 percent
of all 18-year-olds, many will ar-
gue that this still isn't good
enough.

But perhaps it is actually too
good. In this age of affirmative
action, racial equality is often
measured against the goal of no
less than 100 percent of national
proportions for every minority
group. This is often a demand of
student groups advocating in-
creased minority admissions, and
the University of California has
even made this an official policy.
But at top universities like MIT,
some groups take substantially
more than their population pro-
portion. When even whites are
likely to be underrepresented, a
quota of full proportion can
make minorities better represent-
ed than majority whites, not just
equal, even though equality is the
intent.

It seems that few have noticed
that even whites at MIT have
been under their national propor-
tion since 1983. This year, only
59 percent of freshmen are white.

other whites. Twenty percent of
Asians might sound like a lot for
a group that is only 2.6 percent
of the population. But in 1988,
Asian Americans were 18 percent
of those who scored average or
above for MIT on the SAT math
test, and admission rates for
Asians are comparable those of
whites. It is likely that Jewish
Americans are also similarly
qualified, so "fair" representa-
tion at MIT bears no resem-
blance to national proportions
for these two groups.

This presents an unusual
"problem." It would be nice to be
able to guarantee full proportion
for everybody else. But only two-
thirds of possible spots are avail-
able to allocate to other whites
and minorities, who are 95 per-
cent of the population. The only
possible way to enforce full pro-
portions for all groups is to im-
pose a quota of 5 percent on
both Asians and Jews. But
though rumors persist of quotas
against Asians today and such
quotas were actually applied
against Jews earlier in this centu-
ry, they would be now be illegal
even if we could somehow moral-
ly justify them.

Jesse Jackson has one common
answer to this problem, "floors,
but no ceilings." Admit "overrep-
resented" minorities to the same
standards as whites, but continue
to set goals of full proportion for
underrepresented minorities. This
sounds fair enough at first. But
what this really means is that
blacks and Hispanics, but not
whites are guaranteed minimum

Since whites are 72 percent of the
population, this only 82 percent
of full national proportion. Even
this is misleading because this av-
erages all white subgroups to-
gether. MIT Hillel estimates that
Jews are over ten percent of MIT
students, so they are significantly
better represented than most oth-
er white students. Non-Jewish
whites are 70 percent of Ameri-
cans, but are less than half of the
of the class.

By comparison, blacks and
Hispanics are actually as well, or
better represented than whites at
MIT with 87 and 120-percent of
possible population. This is
based on "adjusted" goals of 11
percent black and 10 percent His-
panics, because full census popu-
lation is really not practical.
These lower numbers take into
account the actual geographic
distribution of MIT students
which tends to favor northern
and coastal states. MIT would
see 10 percent proportionally
fewer blacks and 15 percent few-
er Hispanics than true national
proportions even if all groups
were fully represented from each
region. Another factor is that 15
percent of black college students
go to predominantly black
colleges.

So if both whites and blacks
are underrepresented, who is
over? Asians and Jewish Ameri-
cans are together only five per-
cent of the population. But they
are nearly one-third of students
at MIT. This is the result of ex-
trasrdinary academic qualifica-
tions, not discrimination against

proportions.
Aggressive minority goals have

caused so-called underrepresent-
ed minorities to be in higher pro-
portions than whites at some oth-
er elite universities, not just MIT.
At UCLA and UC Berkeley,
black are admitted at levels which
actually exceed state proportions.
But though whites are 60 percent
of California high school gradu-
ates, whites, not blacks are un-
derrepresented with less than half
of admitted students at either
university.

Equality in the presence of
overminorities really means equal
underrepresentation. Full propor-
tions is clearly too much when
equal proportions as whites is all
that is need for racial parity.
Compared to all whites, MIT has
already reached that level. And if
compared to the majority of
whites who are not Jewish, one
could argue that blacks and His-
panics are actually better repre-
sented than most whites sub-
groups at MIT. While I would
agree with a case for equal repre-
sentation, I do not believe that
"past discrimination" justifies in-
advertently admitting minorities
in higher proportions than other
better qualified groups.

The highly publicized 1986
study of racism at MIT placed
much of the blame on having too
few minority students. At cam-
puses across the nation, students
are demanding and getting prom-
ises of increased numbers of
blacks students and faculty. As
Thomas HIuang put it ["Minor-
ities reflect on racism at MIT,"

May 6], "the most important
thing is to increase the numbers."

But how can numbers be the
problem if blacks and Hispanics
are already represented in num-
bers at least equal to white pro-
portions? Even if blacks were ad-
mitted as 14 or even 25 percent
of students, would the problems
really go away just because of in-
creased numbers? At UC Berke-
ley, blacks are already admitted
at rates higher than state propor-
tions. But how can they claim to
have racial equality when only
one-third of blacks graduate?

Numbers aren't the problem,
racism and academics are. It is
far easier for MIT to increase ad-
mission numbers than to address
racism and academic problems
directly. Affirmative action is in-
deed necessary to identify out-
standing candidates who might
otherwise be disqualified by low
test scores alone. Nationally, only
one-half percent of those who
achieved MIT average or better at
SAT math were black. But racial
goals which approach national
proportions will not yield equita-
ble racial proportions. And even
if they did, merely increasing
numbers of minorities, will not,
and cannot by itself solve the
problems of racism on campus.

Arthur Hu '89
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Conquista ors" rea 10tylives ; |(Conlinued from page 4) hualpa and eventually took con- function. Perhaps today South |g o with an organizational, military, trol of the empire. America woul~d be one of the su-. and engineering genius that Had Pizarro arrived at any per powers, shifting the North-|I' Iequals or surpasses the Romans. other time, the Spanish might, South polarity of economic and |_ E1, F The Incas developed a vast VSy- have remained a short blip in milita~ry. power. Certainly, if noth-_ N Xternof public works that irrigated South American history instead ing else, the people of Sout~lBh w~heo RSlarge sectors of the Peruvian de- of waging a 450 year war of dom- America would have remained a i.-^t1 7LUEsert, prevented soil erosion and inationl and destruction against proud, well-fed and well-housed z(mXAgreatly increased food produc- the indigenous people of the con- people. _-1fiK2C2I
tion. They built a network of tinenlt. The Spanish enslaved the Susan and I watched as the Pe- jil>/paved roads, tunnels and suspen- Andean people, turning their ruvians once again shouldered -El1S sion bridges that allowed rapid enormous energy away from the their burdens, One of the British <-E commnunication and transport production of art and agriculture teenagers ran over and said some- d^_^|Nover the thousands of miles of and sending them instead deep thing in garbled Spanish to one X|1their enormous emnpire. Because into the darkness of bottomless of the Peruvians. He paused asl _ X i they had no horses or wheeled mines to finance their wars and she pulled a down jacket out ZtZ|vehicles, they sent messages by satisfy their greed. from under the worn blanket thata_ l 
relay runners, who connected the They destroyed their great cit- held his load. S~he thanked him,
two capital cities of Cusc~o and ies and temples and forced the put on the jacket, and ran off to
Qsuito. people to renounce their gods join the others who had already

The Incan Empire was ruled by and accept the cross oar die by the started to bob down the trail.the Sapa Inca, who was regarded sword. Millions of indigenous
as the human incarnation of the peoples have died early deaths in tAh i or" L" L Sun God. The government was a thel forbiue f etr tlD a ham humean rightm -abuses
theocratic, benlevolenlt dictator- domination, killed by bullets,
ship organized into earth-cell ag- choked bsy dust in the mines, oar To the Editor: erate and centrist members of so- Later, a former soldier testifiedricultural communes. The daily starved by inadequate diets. The Last year, the mayor of the Cc>- ciety. Doctors, lawyers, teachers, to the Proculrator General of Co-greeting among the Incas reflects descendants of the conquistadors lomboian town of Sabana de Tor- students, trade unionists, artists, lomlbia. that he had participatedthe extraordinary discipline main- still hold the reigns of power in res, Alvaro Garces Parra, was liberal and conservative politi- in preparations for the G~arcestained in their society: "Brother So~uth America; they live in lavish gunned down with htis bodyguardd cians, human rights activists, killing, under the direction of thefor sister], do not lie, do not luxury while the vast majority, by five armed men while attend- even members of pearliamlent and same Captain.steal, and do not be lazy" to who in Peru, BolTivia anld E~cua- ing an agricultural festival. the judiciary have been named on Despite the involvement of thewhich the response was: "Nor dor are indigenous peoples, Last year, lay church worker "death lists," shot 'in public, or military, the investigation of theseyou, my brother.' struggle to survive amidst abject Luz Estella Vargas disappeared detained by gunmen to be found incidents hlas consistently beenIn 1532 the Spanish 'contquis- poverty. on her way to a community meet dead later. Many have simply handled by the mwilitary courts.tador" Pizarro and his band of Who knows what sort of soci- ing. Three days later, she and "disappeared." Not onle prosecution or convic-180 mnusketeers had the fortune ety the Incas might have created three companions were found Alarmingly, government securi- tion has beens the result.Of finding the Incas in a state of With another four centuries of dead, shot in the head. ty forces have been repeatedly We in the United states andcivil war, the first such war in development? Perhaps their wor- Last year, Sergio Acevado, di- implicated in these incidents. For the MIT community do not usu-their four hundred year history. Ship and study oaf the Sun would rector of the Medellin Symphony example, Luz Estella Vargas was ally think of Colombia as theThe empire was in a weakened have led to a soela~r energy based Orchestra, fled Colombia after seen detained by police officers- land of "death squads," nor doand confused state, with the two society, writh the sun instead of surviving an attempt on his life. One of the gunmen who killed we wish to. I hope that we call on
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In an EDS developmental program, your career potential can reach new heights. You'll
gain the rewarding on-the-job experience you need to move your career years ahead -
experience you can only gain from the world leader in the computer and communications
services industry.

EDS is looking for achievers - people who make things happen. If you are interested in
applying your talents in the information processing services industry, you won't find a better
place to grow than EDS.

Our highly-respected developmental programs are nationally recognized as models for
the industry They provide technical challenge, professional expertise and the business savvy
you'll need to become one of the industry's best-prepared professionals.
Research Systems Engineering Development (R-SED) Program

P A bachelor's degree in Computer Science with a minimum 3.5/4.0 overall GPA
preferred

> Verification of employmenteligibility required
o Willingness to relocate
p Excellent written and oral communication skills

The R-SED Program offers you a rare entry-level opportunity to conduct advanced
research and development for an industry leader. During a brief six month preparatory period,
we'll provide the perfect mix of classroom and "in the field" instruction to put you on top of
our latest procedures and technologies. Afterwards, you'll work at the very heart of our
intensive R&D efforts - creating the tecmhniques that will keep us ahead tomorrow.

Positions also require: excellent communication skills, a strong record of achievement
and flexibility to relocate nationwide
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(Continued from page 5)
ative way of pursuing the group's
goal of education while conduct-
ing a fund raiser. This also ex-
plains the presence of inlformna-
tional pamphlets at the booth.

My primary purpose in writ-
ing, though, is to express my dis-
appointment at the tactics used in
the letter. The writer refers to
Pro-Life as a "supposedly re-
sponsible group," implying with-
out claiming directly that this is
self-evident or argued elsewhere
that Pro-Life has-acted irrespon-
sibly. Either argue the poit or
omit it; please spare us the
unsupported false accusations!

"And where was [sic] the prof-
its from these pumpkins going?
Towards bombs for the neighbor-
hood abortion clinic? Or maybe
to pay the people that stand out-
side the clinics and harass the
women. .. " While one is legally
free to publish such questions, it
is irresponsible to suggest in print
that an organization may support
or commit acts of violence and
harassment on the basis of no ev-
idence beyond the fact that some
people sharing the belief of the
organization have committed
such violent acts.

A charitable interpretation of
such innuendo is that the writer
was emotionally troubled by the
presence of, or information of-
fered by, a group opposed to in-
terests very important to her, and
she was distracted from express-
ing displeasure in a logical and
factual manner. I will refrain
from exploring other possible ex-
planation, such as malice. How-
ever, failing to discriminate be-
tween two elements as vastly
different as an educational group
and a band of arsonists indicates
that the writer possesses essen-
tially no understanding of the
make-up of the pro-life move-
ment she writes about.

Furthermore, asking a barrage
of questions rhetorically in The
Tech after apparently failing to
ask them of the people at the
booth, where she could actually
have received answers, indicated
a lack of interest in learning
about what Pro-Life does; rather,
she is clearly seeking merely to
defame the group.

Were I to argue my side from a

similar lack of understanding and
lack of care to understand, I
could cite the writer's opposition
to Pro-Life, and then rhetorically
ask whether she joined the anon-
ymous Boston-area group orga-
nized in Building 26 last month
which libeled a national pro-life
organization by falsely and ridic-
ulously stating that these pro-lif-
ers believe that the prevention of
conception is murder. Majkows-
ki's letter was not quite libelous,
but I could suggestively ask
whether the writer participated in
this other libelous act, and thou-
sands of people would read the
question but practically none of
them would know the answer! Or
I could point out that the Com-
munist Party is pro-choice, which
would implicitly suggest an asso-
ciation with the writer. This
would be called "McCarthyism."

If one has an interest in learn-
ing the truth rather than merely
smearing the opposition, the
slightest effort will reveal that
neither side of this issue is a ho-
mogeneous mass of people all
supportive of.and therefore re-
sponsible for each other's ac-
tions. I have learned this simply
from talking to my pro-choice
friends at MIT; I believe this to
be one of the educational bene-
fits intended by admissions pro-
cesses which deliberately cultivate
diversity within the student body.
I would like to encourage Maj-
kowski and other pro-choice peo-
ple (who may or may not com-
pletely agree with her) to discuss
the issue with people who dis-
agree with them, because they
will not fully understand why
there is a controversy if they have
not paused to learn why some re-
sponsible people disagree with
them. Don't worry! Your move-
ment is not intellectually bank-
rupt to the point of necessitating
desperate emotional pleas and
distortions of your opponents to
gain sympathy to your views.

Let the constructive debate be-
gin here. If you want to ask ques-
tions and listen to the answers, I
volunteer: 1 will gladly attempt to
discuss the issue in a peaceful,
sensitive and constructive man-
ner. Also, start your own educa-
tion program. I assure you that
Pro-Life still will not accost your

representatives with suction de-
vices and pieces of dismembered
plastic babies and degrade your
event into a shouting match in
Lobby 10.

For those who would rather
ask questions as loudly as possi-
ble and not listen to the answers,
I have two recommendations.
First, write a letter to The Tech.
Cram into it venomous charges
and questions suggesting associa-
tions between your opponents
and the most unsavory elements
conceivable; this will maximize
the propaganda value of your at-
tack. Second, distribute more
coat hangers, as widely as possi-
ble, preferably with no text or
just a one-liner, and when in the
presence of card-carrying pro-lif-
ers, chant slogans or use noise-
makers as loudly as possible to
minimize the threat of construc-
tive dialog and the chance that
your "enemies" might be able to
speak freely with open-minded
people.

John F. Pitrelli G
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UROP's Student Research Partners program is looking
for upperclassmen to take selected freshmen under
their wings during IAP and make them a part of
research activity for three weeks. This is your
chance to teach someone else about the work that
you do and give them the chance to get their feet
wet. (Honorarium included.) If you are an
experienced UROPer with a good record in a lab
or similar setting, we'd like to talk to you.
Participation is subject to approval by your faculty
supervisor. Interested? Leave your name at the
Undergraduate Education Office, 20B-141, x3-
7909, or call Jane Sherwin at the same number.

Or, send your resume to: Harold Aderholt
EDS Developmental Recruiting
13600 EDS Drive
Dept. 2VJ3208
Hemrndon, VA 22071
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PRO ARTE CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA
Conducted by David Gilbert
Works by Beethoven, Mozart,
and Stravinsky.
Soloists Tamara Smirnova-Sajfar and
Thomas Haunton.
Event in The Tech Performing Arts Series.
Sanders Theater, Wednesday, November 9.

By EARL C. YEN

Rue, was touching as were the tugging
feelings of yearning conveyed vocally in de
la Rue's Trop Plus Secret.

The several numbers the duo sang to-
gether produced a wealth of colors, taking 
us to the heart of the human experience.
Not all was doleful; the duo also lacedi
their performance with humor: .Vecchie
Letrose, ("Sullen old hags") by Adrian
Willaert, in particular, was fun.

Knowles' woody sounding flute was an :, :,
instrument of whimsy; Wallace's lute a
singer aiming not at show-off virtuosity 
but at contemplating the meaning of ev-
erything that is. The instrumental inter- 
ludes included in the prograin made for '"
soothing spells off relaxation (for the audi- i:<
ence that is, Wallace was quick to point
out afterwards!) and thought. ' :' ' -

One of the nicest touches of the concert ';
was when all were asked to join in singing
Wilt Heden by the 17th century composer
Adrian Valerius. It was found as hymn 19
in the prayer books on the church pews,
now known in its English translation as
"We gather together." All were brought
close together by the natural musicality
and warm humanity of N~ancy Knowles
and Frank Wallace. -- A bright-eyed, bushy-tailed squirrel gets ready for the cold winter weathE

l zJ1 Z >With veno m- and- Jparks, Russell
continues to shock and outragre
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Written, produced, anad directed by
Ken Russell.
Based on the novel by Bram Stoker.
Starring Amanda Donohoe
and Hughi Grant.
At the Nickelodeon Theater.

By MANAVENDRA K. THAKUIR

T'S HARD TO TELL WHETHER Ken Rus-
sell is seriously trying to scare people
with his latest indulgence of ex-
tremes, or if he's just being silly. But

it's clear he hasn't lost his touch for out-
raging or shocking his audience. The Lair
of the White Worm is an energetic con-
glomeration of shocking images that, sur-
prisingly enough, actually has enough co-
herence to be effective. Fans of Russell's'
previous efforts (Tommy, Altered States)
will like this kinetic offering much more
than last year's Gothic or the recent

i

S

While the pairing of these two Mozart
horn concertos was a novel idea, the over-
whelming dissimilarity of the two pieces
may prevent this arrangement from catch-
ing on. Haunton was not helped by
performances that was generally good but
occasionally stiff.

On to Stravinsky. The elite players of
the orchestra showcased their talents in
Igor Stravintsky's Concerto in E Flat for
Chamber Orchestra, better known as
"Dumbarton Oaks." In this short 1938
composition, the violinists and cellos rose
to the occasion and displayed a superb
knack for interpreting this tricky, compli-
cated masterpiece. Mixing a little bit of
ragtime with a touch of 12-tone serialism,
Stravinsky wrote this piece for the creative
ensemble that could put its own stamp of
musicianship on the final product. The wit
with which the smaller ensemble played far
outweighed the occasionally harsh playing
among the string players.

By far the best performance of the night
was by the featured soloist Smirnova-Saj-
far, who is associate concertmaster of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra and concert-
mistress of the Boston "Pops" Orchestra.
A native of Siberia, the vivacious 30-year
old violinist trained at Moscow's Tchai-
kovsky Conservatory combined impecca-
ble technique with an inspirational and ex-
pressive style in her playing of an old
favorite, Beethoven's Concerto for violin
and orchestra in D Major, Opus 61.

Formerly the concertmistress of the Za-
greb (Yugoslavia) Philharmonic, the spar-
kling soloist's violin sang a lyrical Allegro
ma non troppo and played an equally
moving Larghetto. The well-known Rondo
was playful and pretty and was supported
by an exceptional performance from the
wind section. The most striking quality of
her playing was her understanding of the
supremely dramatic potential in this clas-
sic. In short, her playing was a treat.

IGHLIGHTED by a fabulous per-
formanc by Russian violinist
Tamara Smirnova-Sajfar,
Wednesday evening's Pro Arte

performance at Sanders Theatre was a
splendidly enjoyable concert offering a lit-
tle bit of everything to a warmly enthusias-
tic audience.

As an appetizer, Guest Conductor David
Gilbert started the concert with a fine ren-
dition of the Coriolanus Overture, Op. 62
by Beethoven. Originally composed as an
accompaniment to a now obscure German
tragedy, the overture was performed in a
difficult but logical sequence of suspense
and then sadness. Gilbert succeeded at
harnessing the fullness of the chamber or-
chestra in a way that produced a damp-
ened, but not melodramatic presence.

Gilbert, in his debut as conductor of the
Pro Arte orchestra, followed with a risky
but original arrangement of Mozart's
Horn Concerto No. 1, bringing together
two movements in D Major, Allegro (K.
412) and Rondo (K. 514). The piece -
which was arranged by French Horn solo-
ist Thomas Haunton - brought together
two movements that had little in common
except for their key of D Major and
seemed, at best, to be an uneasy combina-
tion. The Allegro, written in 1782 has a
singing melody, while the Rondo, written
nine years later, is both faster and more
questioning.

Tamara Smirnova Sajfar

DUO LIVE OAK
The Great Age of Netherlands Music.
A concert by Frank Wallace
and Nancy Knowles.
Memorial Church, Harvard.
November 13.

By JONATHAN RICHMOND

RANK WALLACE AND NANCY
Knowles could have great careers
in therapy: The purity of-their
stress-removing tones does won-

ders for quieting worldly tensions and
leaving listeners happy and relaxed. There
was no better antidote for a grim and grey
Saturday afternoon last weekend than the
program Wallace and Knowles - who
trade under the name "Duo LiveOak"
gave in Harvard's Memorial Church.

Specialists in making yesterday's music
as vibrant and fresh as if it were composed
today, the duo gave a program called "The
Great Age of Netherlands Music" for Sat-
urday's showing. With Wallace on lute,
Knowles on flute and voices blending in
perfect harmony, a rich variety of moods
was evoked by their always-lively, insight-
ful accounts.

Perhaps the duo is most striking in
plaintive mode. Wallace has an expansive
voice, always inward-looking but outward-
extending, and has a remarkable way with
stage-managing subtleties of coloration to
maximum affect and effect. His account
of Viendra le Jour by Pierre de la Rue, for
example, was quite poignant, pointed by
by openness that coveys feelings directly.

Knowles also .nows how to dwell reflec-
tively in melancholia and draw radiant
beauty from expressions of sorrow. -Her
singing of Tous les R egretz, also by de la

er.

The 1911 novel on which the film is
based was written by Bramn Stoker after he
had been driven to the brink of insanity by
a ravaging illness, and there's no doubt
that few directors other than Russell could
bring that insanity to the screen. The Lair
of the White Worm tells - with typical
Russellian good taste - a story about a
modern-day clash between Paganism and
Christianity. A young English archaeolo-
gist (Peter Capaldi) finds a prehistoric
skull, which (somehow) allows Lady Sylvia
Marsh (Amanda Donohoe), a high priest-
ess of a snake cult, to undertake a ritual
which awakens a huge hibernating worm.
Sparks fly, venom flows, and long incisors
bite necks as good battles evil.

Russell is at his best during the three or
four dream sequences, when Lady Sylvia's
pagan goons terrifyingly assault the hero-

(Please turn to page 15)
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0 !, The Tech Performing Arts Series presents. e

SHURA CHERKASSKY 
Pianist Shura Cherkassky will perform works by Liszt, Mozart, Chopin and Ravel. MITI

! price: $5. I
! 6I Jordan Hall at the New England Conservatory, November 18 at 8 pm. !I 0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Tickets are on sale at the Technology Community Association,
W20-450 in the Student Center. TCA offices are not open all day. e

Office hours are posted on the door; 
alternatively, you can call x3-4885 before walking over.

e The Tech Performing Arts Series, a service for the entire MIT community 
~ooo@_8~9IQolssotwt*@l-*ooo ooooo-Z4B-oo4|b---Abel-96i
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Violinist shows impeccable technique and expressive style

Rich var-iety of moods evoked by Wallace and Knowles, Duo Live Oak
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A CRY IN THE DARK
Directed by Fred Sch.episi.
Screenplay by Robert Caswell
and Fred Schepisi.
Based on the book Evil Angels
by John Bryson.
Starring Meryl Streep and Sam Neill.
At the Nickelodeon Theater.

By MANAVENDRA K. THAKUR
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Than Springtime" to Liat. Without these
two gentlemen on stage, the show would
have really suffered in the singing de-
partment.

F. Burris Jackes '90 must have relished
the opportunity to design sets for Kresge
Auditorium's ample stage, rather than the
usual ship-in-a-bottle challenge of building
scenics for the "little" theater downstairs.
The results were genuinely good-looking:
well-thought-out sets simulated a tropical
island beach, a Quonsett-hut command
headquarters, and the elegant veranda of a
sprawling plantation with equally good re-
sults. Technically, the show was largely a
success.

The chorus of sailors and Sea-bees
brought a few laughs, too. Luther Billis
(Tom Woodman '90), the pride of Brook-
lyn, was a believable scrounge artist with a
pitiable (but good!) accent.

Peter Silberman led the MTG Orchestra
to a creditable performance, but on-again
off-again miking resulted in a few inaudi-
ble lines. Body-taiking the leads was a

Supporting p h
SOUTH PACIFIC
Musical by Rodgers and Hammerstein.
Directed and choreographed
by Jeffrey J. Harig.
The MIT Musical Theatre Guild.
At Kresge Auditorium.
Continues through November 19.

7yers are the st
part was fairly small, (and she really did
little more than display her lovely navel),
Zinger's expressive body gestures and
poised stage presence easily outshined the
rest of the production.

Commanding officers at the South
Pacific naval base didn't took very author-
itative, either; Captain Brackett's and
Commander Harbison's off-screen coun-
terparts seem convinced that the necessary
ingredients of a military officer are a
strained gait (with arms held directly at
the side), a muffled deep voice, anld the
occasional clenched fist. Prepubescent
boys playing dress-up was what I saw on
stage.

Jana Reiss's (W '91) characterization of
romantic lead Nellie Forbush reminded me
of little Ronnie Howard playing Winthrop
in The Music Man. One of the great beau-
ties found in this kind of musical is the
frequent use of relatively untrained voices,
but Reiss didn't have a natural-sounding
pleasant voice - she sang through a tight-
ly constricted throat. She wasn't a very im-
posing figure on stage, either.

Nellie's romantic partner Emile will be
more than the one who wears the pants in
the de Becque family, it seems -- he'll
probably do most of the singing as well.
Michael Friedhoff '90 had a warm speak-

essential message

Many of the group numbers were lively
and full of fun, especially the well-known
male numbers "There is Nothing Like a
Dame" and "Bloody Mary." The women's
choruses didn't work as well, though -
"I'm Going to Wash That Man Right Out-
a My Hair;; was little more than a bevy of
broads doing the twist with itchy scalps.
The Sea-bees' numbers were exciting and
authentic-looking, but the nurses' dancing
simply was not "period style" - the dance
steps would have been better received on
last week's Star Search than in the mid-
40s.

On the whole, group scenes were han-
dled with a skillful touch by director-cho-
reographer Jeffrey J. Harig; parallel ac-
tion and theatrical "asides" were suggested
by slow-motion and freeze-frame chorus-
es, for example. A few of the solo num-
bers are worth hearing, but it is Harig's
success with the group numbers and strong
support from the technical department
that makes the show at all worthwhile.

By CHRISTOPHER J. ANDREWS

HE ONGOING MTG PRODUCTION OF

South Pacific, the tale of subli-
mated sexuality and unspoken
racism in the WWII Pacific The-

ater, isn' like most recent Guild shows: al-
though the clever choreography and lively
group scenes make for an upbeat, memo-
rable evening as always, the usually strong
lead performances were noticeably absent.
This time around, it was the supporting
players, both on and off-stage, that
excelled.

Judging by the MTG shows I've seen in
recent years, the MIT acting community
seems to be composed largely of hunch-
backs and scoliomrnics. Just once, I'd like
to see a stage full of characters that don't
have their heads attached at the sternum.
Kimber Lynn Zinger '88, playing the role
of Bloody Mary's daughter Liat, is a
much-welcomed exception. Although her

Distant Thunder's
DISTANT THUNDER
Directed by Rick Rosenthal.
Produced by Robert Schaffel.
Written by Robert Stitzel
and Deedee Wehle.
At USA Copley Place.

his private hell. It is at this point that the
movie really picks up and becomes excit-
ing. Up to this point, Distant Thunder is
jusf another "message picture," all about
caring and helping your fellowv man. We
are forced .to watch some dreadfully sappy
scenes between Char and Mark, and be-
tween Jack and his mother. Ralph Mac-
chio is simply miscast in this film; if he
wasn't such a teen idol, it might have
worked, but the script deliberately twists
the character of Jack so as to fit Macchio's
"image." He is first in his class, beloved
by his mother, his coach, his classmates,
and a cute girlfriend. Nobody who was
really affected by his father's absence
would be so well-adjusted, and the Mac-
chio-teen-idol syndrome completely over-
whelms his character. Even he doesn't
know whether to be vulnerable or cocky.

At a press luncheon the day after the
screening, the director (Rick Rosenthal)
admitted that Macchio was the one mem-
ber of the cast in whose selection he had
not personally participated. Sounds like
studio pressure; looks like it too. Too bad.

What saves Distant Thunder from melt-
ing into mush is the final sequence in the
film, in which Nitz goes berserk and Mark
must get himself, Jack, Char and Moss out
of the area. All talk ceases as the terrified
group fights to get out of what has be-
come a chilling metaphor for Vietnam. For

(Please turn to page 16)

By AARON MCPHERSON
HE VIETNAM WAR is not over. It is
still being fought, in the minds
of the Americans who served
there; and also in the minds of

those who did not.
That is the essential message of Distant

Thunder, billed as the first film to deal
with the problems of Vietnam veterans
who, thirteen years after the last American
went home, are still dealing with the war's
effects. The unlucky ones, those without
strong family support or friendships, have
taken to living in the wild. Apart from so-
ciety, their only companionship, with other
"Bush vets," is the only way these men can
live with the violent passions and traumas
that the war awakened in their souls.

Distant Thunder relates the story of
Mark Lambert (John Lithgow), a former
member of an elite Navy commando group
engaged in covert attacks within the
boundaries of North Vietnam, who de-
cides he wants his son back.

At the time he left, Jack Lambert
(Ralph Macchio) was just a wee baby, so it
is with considerable trepidation that Mark
comes down from the mountains of the
Pacific Northwest to find a job and write
to his son. He leaves behind him two pals,
Larry (Denis Arndt) and Harvey Nitz (Reb
Brown). Larry is apparently mad, scam-
pering around the camp all day making
absurd faces and firing his gun in all direc-
tions. Nitz is a huge, foreboding, silent
figure; he resolutely guards the camp from
trespassers, whom his carved wood sign
says he will "execute.' Mark's immediate
reason for departure, besides the crazy
company, is the suicide of another friend
under the wheels of a freight train. Fearing
a similar fate for himself, Mark masters
his fear and comes out of hiding.

Fortunately, he is immediately befriend-
ed, in typical Hollywood fashion, by a
woman named Char (Kerrie Keane), who
sees him wandering around the log yard
where she works. Having lost her own fa-
tLlRl lit V ieItama, AMslG rg;Is illa:l a JobP at *L I,,

yard, helps him contact his son, and gives
him important encouragement. They be-
come good friends, which would be terrif-
ic were it not for Moss (Jamey Sheridan),
Char's bonehead boyfriend, who flies into
a jealous paranoia at the first sight of
Mark. Predictably, he attacks Mark in a
bar, not a very smart thing to do to a guy
with post-traumatic stress syndrome.
Rather than kill the silly fool, Mark runs
back into the woods, convinced he is unfit
for society.

Jack Lambert, by now eighteen, arrives
at the log yard the next day and is under-
standably hurt by his father's absence. He
and Char decide to go up the mountain
and get him back. First, however, they
must get past Nitz, Moss, and Mark's own
fear which are determined to keep him in

vilified a bereaved mother named Lindy
Chamberlain (Meryl Streep), whose nine-
week-old baby Azaria disappeared when
the Chamberlain family was vacationing in
1980 at Ayers Rock, a famous landmark in
Australia. Mainly because Azaria's body
was never found, the press and public dis-
counted Lindy's claim that "a dingo took
.my baby" (a dingo is an Australian desert
animal similar to the coyote), and instead

fPlease turn to page 15)

ten by simply flipping a switch or turning
a knob. Scliepisi's film avoids all the po-
tential tearjerker possibilities of the story
by displaying a great deal of taste and in-
tegrity, but at the same time the film dem-
onstrates precious little sign of any wis-
dom or insight into the film's events or the
forces that helped shape them.

The story recounts a true incident in
- which the Australian press, so-called scien-

tific "experts," and Australians in general
IGH. THIS FILM HAD SO MUCH going
for it. It teams Meryl Streep - by
far the most talentd and accom-
plished actress working today -

and Sam Neill, who is an excellent actor in
his own right, with Australian-born direc-
tor Fred Schepisi. Schepisi, who's made
films like Roxanne and The Chant of Jim-
mie Blacksmith, returned to his Australian
roots after ten years in the United States
to make this film. He also brought along
his usual technical crew. Best yet, he had
already established a rapport with Streep
and Neill when he cast them in his 1984
film Plenty.

Despite all this talent, though, A Cry in
the Dark ends up resembling little more
than a television movie - albeit a very
good one. The acting and camerawork far
surpass the mediocrity epitomized by tele-
vision movies, but they cannot compensate
for the topic, which is tailor-made for a
television movie. When paying $6 oi more
to see a film, one expects to experience
more intelligence and depth than that got-

/

tars in MTG's South Pacific
ing voice and a superior singing voice that mixed blessing; Perry and Friedhoff were
really does the role credit. (He even looks worthy of such close attention, but some
like Ezio Pinza, the concert bass-baritone of the sounds coming from one Tonganese
who created the role.) "Lutellan" Cable matron would have been better left
(Bern Perry) also sang a beautiful "Younger unheard.

Vietnam War is still being fought

Cry in the Dark like a TV movie, albeit a good one
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and take your cut of up to $200 savings on our new low student fares.
First, grab a pair of scissors. Then pack your swimsuit and suntan oil. Because students can now

cut up in Tampa or Ft. Lauderdale, for only $99 round trip from Boston.
Just cut out Continental's low student fare coupon, above, and bring it with you when you purchase your tickets.

No advance purchase or Saturday night stay required and travel must be completed by December !4, 1988.
Just follow the instructions on the coupon. And you'll discover that sunny Florida is a mere snip, pack and splash away.

For reservations, call Continental 617-569-8400.
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© 1988 Continental Airlines, inc.
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helped along by a ridiculously overblown
- but perfectly suited - music score by
Stanislas Syrewicz. If not taken taken seri-
ously, the film is solidly entertaining (and
any expressions of disgust by stodgy view-
ers in the audience will only adds to the
charm). Despite some loose plot threads
and video-quality special effects, Russell
hasn't lost any of his ability to engage his
audience and leave them gasping for
breath.
(The above is an expanded version of a re-
view that ran in these pages when the film
played in the Boston Film Festival last Sep-
tember.)

Please join us to learn more about Analyst

opportunities in management and litigation

consulting. Our presentations will be held

at University Place, 124 Mt. Auburn St.,

6th floor, Cambridge.
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(Continued from page 13)
accused Lindy of murdering her own
child. The widespread publicity of faulty
scientific testimony at the ensuing trial and
the Chamberlains' own stoic and reserved
manner on nightly news reports, led much
of the public to assume that Lindy was
guilty. Countless pet theories - some
quite bizarre - were produced to rational-
ize this prejudiced verdict.

And it is when Streep portrays Lindy's
outrage at these theories that the film is at
its most rewarding. This scene has the
same poignant ring of truth that one of
Streep's courtroom scenes in Kramer vs.
Kramer had, where Streep haltingly con-
cluded that she should win custody of the
child because "I'm his another. I'm his
mother." Streep made that scene work so
well because she wrote the dialogue herself

- and she did the same for Lindy's out-
burst in A Cry in the Dark. This film does
not present Streep an opportunity for dra-
ma as wrenching as that offered by Iron-
weed and Sophie's Choice, but her perfor-
mance as Lindy is still a tremendously
resonant one.

Sam Neill is also remarkably effective as
Lindy's husband, Michael, who is a Sev-

i ~ enth Day Adventist pastor. Not only does
Neill deliver lines like "I'm a minister of

' 5fi God, and I know nothing happens unless
m"~..9~; God allows it" with a much-needed con-

viction, but he convincingly becomes more
doubtful of Lindy's innocence as the trial

,~X.~_~' drags on. Neill's best moment comes when
~:x~,e~~ a prosecuting attorney disorients him so
:-:~ thoroughly that Neill ends up testifying

that "She [Lindy] told me that the dingo
, ~,v~¢/ appeared to have nothing in its mouth."
:~;~:.¢ : Schepisi shot that scene in an extremely
.S-;,' c , tight facial closeup of Neill, and enhances
·.",-.: the intensity of Neill's performance as a

~,, ~consequence. This typifies Schepisi's me-
ticulously thought-out camerawork in the
film. Even in a short hospital scene where

' : . Lindy delivers her new baby, Schepisi's di-
rection reveals a markedly serious purpose

:..- that is rare in most feature films, much
less television dramas. Except for some ri-

diculously choppy editing (used, perhaps,
to lessen the sentimentality level), the
film's production values are top-notch.

But despite these positives, the film still
falls below expectations. The film wants to
be more than just a stirring portrayal of
the Chamberlains, but the film does little
more than simply hold up a mirror to the
failings of the Australian public and press.
This act has an undeniable value, but the
Chamberlain case raises numerous other
issues that the film either skirts entirely or
barely mentions. Just to take one example,
the trial judge was so sympathetic to Lin-
dy, that he all but ordered the jury to re-
turn a not-guilty verdict. He repeatedly
fawned over Lindy and went out of his
way to be gentle and supportive to her.
The filmmakers tacitly nod with approval
at this favorable treatment, because no-
where do they ask whether the judge over-
stepped the lines of judicial impartiality in
order to correct a grievous wrong. Similar-
ly, testimony by Aborigines to the effect
that dingos have been known to carry off
babies in the past was virtually ignored by
the court, and the film surprisingly repeats
this mistake.

The filmmakers need not have made
their film into a polemic (or even a simple
documentary) to address these and other
significant issues. The social statements
that do remain present only a caricature of
the Australians who maligned Lindy. How
the press and community treat an accused
person in their midst is a highly complex
issue, and the film's superficial treatment
of it is all the more disappointing because
of the high caliber of artistry represented
by Schepisi, Streep, and Neill. If anyone,
they were the ones who could have tran-
scended the television-movie limitations of
the Chamberlain story, but lamentably
they did not. Their film does enjoy some
success, but those interested in a compre-
hensive record and serious contemplation
will have to return to Evil Angels, the
book by John Bryson on which the film is
based.

Amanda Donohue in the Lair of the White Worm

Conrtinued from page 12)
ines and rape their bodies with long phal-
lic chest-armor spikes. Even male viewers
are likely to shudder at Russell's attempt
to vividly validate Andrea Dworkin's and
other revolutionary feminists' theories on
sexual penetration. Nuns getting raped,
statues of Jesus being spat on, and a snake
woman dancing to a flute charmer are just
a few of the shocks that viewers will expe-
rience after the blood-red opening titles
splash across the screen.

On the lighter side, this is one of the
fastest 93 minutes offered by recent films.
There are some running gags that are

Barcelona

Cambridge

Chicago

Hong Kong

London

Wednesday,
November 16,
7p.m.

EDSan Francisco

Cry in the Dark resembles TVmovt albei aa good one

Russell's Lair of the White Worm
at best during dream sequences

THE MAC GROUP
Management Consulting
Presentation: Tuesday,

November 15,
6p.m.

Litigation Consulting
Presentation:

Madrid

MTenlo Park

Paris

Rome
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IL BARBIERE DlI SIVIGLIA
by Gioacchino Rossini.
Starring Rockwell Blake, Leo Nucci,
Enzo Dara, and Kathleen Battle.
Conducted by Ralf Weikert.
Metropolitan Opera House New York.
Reviewed October 29.
Performances Nov. 15, 18, 24, 28,
Dec. 3, Jan. 31, Feb. 4, 9.

and provides a relaxed and enjoyable
performance throughout.

Leo Nucci, evidently an accomplished
comic as well as baritone, is an entertain-
ing title character. His entrance is with an
aria so well-known it frequently sounds
dusty (Largo al factotum), but his perfor-
mance is deft and refreshing.

Rockwell Blake, as Almaviva, has some
doubtful points, but turns in a strong final
aria, lyric and projecting. He joins Battle
and Nucci for the trio Ah! qual colpo ina-
spettato which is likewise a high-point of
the evening.

Enzo Dara makes an amiable Bartolo, a
willing butt of the humor. He makes a
creditable contribution to the concluding
sextets. These are the true musical high-
points, and showcase strong performances
all round, as well as providing Battle with
a final chance to show off her coloratura.

The comedy, inspired perhaps by
Warner Brothers, is so broad that a knowl-
edge of Italian is unnecessary. The revolv-
ing door trick is overdone, but some of the
incidental business is amusing enough.

Robin Wagner's Mediterranean sets, per-
haps more appropriate for L'ltaliana in
Algeri, are attractive enough. They well
supplemented by a realistic looking rain-
fall and starfield, but - like the rest of
the production, which is likewise not
without stars - they are otherwise
unremarkable.

By JULIAN WEST

IqW l HEN AN OPERA is SO very
'L'LTfamous as Rossini's comicV V blockbuster The Barber of

V V Seville, it becomes some-
thing of a challenge to a production com-
pany: how to stage it without losing the
audience's attention? Frequently, a house
relies on such gimmicks as a rotating stage
or live horses on stage. This production
tries both, but falls somewhat short of the
necessary freshness.

Musically, it comes close. The orchestra
negotiates the extremely familiar overture
skillfully. The strings are very crisp, and
the performance is generally solid, a
standard which is maintained through the
evening.

Kathleen Battle, as Rosina, is always a
delight to hear, and the part is suited to
her melodic and playful voice. She almost
turns her "music lesson" into a recital,

(Continued from page 13)
tives are so clear that the movie becomes
thrilling without losing any of its signifi-
cance. Despite the inevitable complaints
that the sequence gives the impression that
all Vietnam veterans are violently insane,
it works better than anything else in the
movie, and should serve as an example of
how to combine exiting entertainment
with powerful statements.

But there is a lot of film to plow
through before the action starts, and if it
were not for John Lithgow's wonderful
acting and Rosenthal's professional direc-
tion, it could have been very bad. The
script is uniformly weak; Distant Thun-
der's strongest scenes are those in which
there is minimal dialogue. When Lithgow

and company are allowed to get on with
the business of acting, it can be very pow-
erful. But when. they are forced to sit in
chairs and talk to each other, all life
deserts the screen.

The script is not terrible; it simply fails
to fulfill its promise. Stitzel and Wehle
have a great story to work with, and their
inability to trust their story and let it be
told cheats them of its rewards. As a re-
sult, the dialogue is long-winded and con-
trived, forced to do a job it was not meant
to perform. As usual with films of this
sort, one cannot fault the filmmakers' in-
tentions, only the way in which they car-
ried them out. In the final analysis, how-
ever, these problems are not fatal; Distant
Thunder is still worth seeing.

:z-_i3 c·tr· ' ~ 8 lit r; ~
Photo courtesy of Metropolitan Opera

Leo Nucci and Kathleen Battle in Rossini's l1 Barbiere di Siviglia.

Are you considering professional school?

-MEr VITH A KENNEDY SCHOOL REPRESETATIVE
DATE: NOVMBER 17
TIME. 2.0-3:30 GROUP SESSION
PACE: PLEASE CONTAr YOUR CAREER PLACIIMENT OFFI

FOR THS INFORMATION
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Take Out · Catering

A Great Find Since 1919.
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner. Mon.-SaL 7:00am-12:00am. Sun. 8:00am-12:00am Inman Square, 1334 Cambridge St., Cambridge, 354-0777.

Distant Thunder combines fine direction
and wonderful acting with a weak script

WATSON COME HERE !
I'M CALLING THE $&$ FOR

TAKEOUT.
What a marvelous invention! Now
anyone can say hello to S&S Takeout.
And say goodbye to dull food. Just
imagine how good a Gourmet Boursin
Burger would taste. Or Pasta Primavera.
Be inspired by Scallops Provinciale, or
our savory Baby Back Ribs. Indulge
yourself with Baby Watson cheesecake.
u~7~rrC~n.·nr r·,rr ..... L ......uv-latcvr;l yuu wish. I he1 entire So
Menu is at your fingertips. In portions
that made the S&S famous. And afford-
ably priced. So whether for one or 21,
call S&S Takeout and discover just how
good takeout an be.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

JOHN F. KENNEIDY
SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT

Is Looking for Future Leaders in Public Affairs.

· ~,,~ ernr noout Harvard's ;Two-Year Master s
Program in Public Policy, Leading to either

the Master in Public Policy or
City and Regional Planning Degree.

JOINT DEGREE OPTIONS AND CROSS-REG:ISTRATION
OPPOR3TUNIIES WITHl OTHER SCHOOLS

AU$trs, AU Mqom A Years Welkomer
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'ITH THE DEBUT of the climac-
tic episode, Gotterddmmer-
ung ("the Twilight of the
ClWGods"), the Met's new Ring

is now fully forged, albeit lying dormant.
It will be retrieved from the storehouse
forest in the Spring, for three perfor-
mances of the complete four-opera cycle.

After this performance, anticipation will
run high. The Met has assembled a team
of first-rate Wagnerians, and COtto
Schenk's traditional setting pushes indiv-
idual performances to the fore. Many,
both musically and dramatically, were
memorable.

There are no laser beams in this Ring,
no decaying industrial mills, no bombed-
out post-Holocaust skyscrapers. Germanic
breastplates may seem dull and unimagina-
tive by comparison, but they have the sin-
gular advantage of returning the focus to
Wagner's own conception of the drama.
This, it turns out, is grippingly persuasive.

Hildegard Behrens, a sadder and wiser
Brdnnhilde than we saw in past seasons (in
Die Walkfre and Siegfried) establishes her-
self as the foremost interpreter of the role.
Her voice, powerfully underscored but
strong in the sustained high notes, can be
both sensual and revealingly lyric.

But it is not so much her considerable
vocal talents as her dramatic interpretation
which places her above other Wagnerian
sopranos. From her heartfelt, reluctant,
farewell to Siegfried in the prologue (Zu
neuen Taten) to her literally commanding
performance in the Immolation scene,
Behrens carries the emotional and dramat-
ic weight of the opera. Her dramatic inter-
pretation, never in doubt, crosses over into
her vocal performance for a definitive

era, exiting less with bewildered consterna-
tion than with grim resignation in their
final bars.

One remarkable aria was contributed by
Christa Ludwig as the valkyrie Waltraute
(Hore rit Sinn), who appears to warn her
sister of the approaching end of the gods.
Also an accomplished Fricka, Ludwig
makes a showpiece of one of Wagner's few
really generous mezzo parts.

The sets, by Gunther Schneider-Siems-
sen, are generally successful, with the ex-
ception of the Rhinebank scene of Act IIl.
This suggests more than anything a story-
book caricature, with the Rhinemaidens
cavorting in a straight, narrow ditch which
bears little resemblance to the Rhine of
legend. However, the now-familiar Valky-
ries' rock is holding up nicely, and the
main set, the Hall of the Gibichungs, is at-
tractive in both interior and exterior
aspects.

The much-discussed final Immolation
scene is stunningly impressive, not so
much for its scale as for its speed. Falling
masonry is complemented by the seven
enormous elevators which cross the Met's
stage, to complete the demolition of the
Gibichung hall in short order, to be re-
placed instantly by the floor of the Rhine,
the burning Valhalla, and the ruins of the
Hall as the surviving Gibichungs emerge to
greet the dawn-like glow of the sky.

On the whole, though, arnd fortunately,
it is vocal pyrotechnics and not technical
wizardry which make the evening a
success.

Note: GotterdAimmerung returns to
the Met in April and May for four per-
formances, three as part of complete
performances of the Ring cycle.
Hildegard Behrens and Christa Ludwig

will appear as Elektra and Klytdmnestra in
the acclaimed production of Elektra by
Richard Strauss, tonight and Friday after-
noon in Symphony Hall. Nadine Segunde
sings Chrysothemis, Jorma Hynninen'
sings Orest. Seiji Ozawa conducts the Bos-
ton Symphony Orchestra. Rush tickets will
be available for Friday's performance.
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GOTTERDABMMERUING
By Richard Wagner.
Conducted by James Levine.
Starring Hildegard Behrens, Toni Krdmer,
and John Macurdy.
Metropolitan Opera House, New York.
Saturday, October 29.

By JULIAN WVEST

,'%L ~'-T i t

Photo courtesy of Metropolitan Opera
Act III, Scene 2 of Gotterdammerung

evocation of the tragic part.
Opposite her, Toni Kramer, debuting at

the Met this season as both Siegfrieds (the
younger hero of Siegfried as well as that
of Gotterddmmerung), cannot quite mnea-
sure up. He gives a perfectly creditable,
and credible, performance however, with
some particularly fine moments in his Act
Il narrative (Mime heiss ein mfirrischer
Zwerg) and with the Rhinemaidens.

Still, the focus rightly remained on
Brffnhilde during their scenes together.
The staging dwelt on her reactions to Sieg-
fried's departure in the prologue, and on
her reaction to the disguised "Gunther" at
the end of Act I.

John Macurdy was a sinister Hagen, set-
ting the somber tone for the evening in his
watch scene, in which he fingered his spear
with greedy anticipation of its future, fa-

tal, purpose. He was grim-voiced even at
his most exultant, as when addressing a
veritable army of vassals which flowed
onto the stage in Act II. The waking
dream scene between Hagen and Alberich
(Franz Mazura) saw two exceptional
performances.

Anthony Raffell was a fine Gunther,
and Kathryn Harries made a sympathetic
Gutrune, emotionally stronger and more
genuinely concerned for Siegfried than we
are used to seeing.

Joyce Guyer, Diane Kesling and Mer-
edith Parsons (the latter two returning
from Das Rhleingold) made an appealingly
seductive trio of Rhinemaidens. Only
among the three Norns (Mignon Dunn,
Hanna Schwarz and Marita Napier) did
we hear a little wavering, but they success-
fully laid out the course of the coming op-

2,

BURCHARD SCHOLARS PROGRAM

Attention: All Sophomores and Juniors

The 1989 Burchard Scholars Program
is now accepting applications

The Buchard Scholars Program brings together distinguished members of the
faculty and promising juniors and sophomores who have demonstrated excellence in
some aspect of the humanities and social sciences as well as in science and
engineering 20 Burehard Scholars are invited to a series of dinner-seminars
throughout the year to discuss topics of current research or interest introduced by
faculty members, vsiting scholars or Burchard Scholars. The 1989 program begins
in Febmaryr

For information or an application, contact: Dean's Office, SHSS, E51-234
(x3-8961) or the HIASS Information Office, 14N-408 (x3-4443).

APPLICAT ION DEADLINE: FRIDAY, DECEMBER 1988.

SPONSORED BY THE OFFICE OF THE DEAN,
SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCE
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* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * t r
The MIT Lecture Series Committee
presents Ingmar Bergman's Cries and
Whispers at 7:30 in 10-250 and Kiss
of the Spider Woman, starring Wil-
liam Hurt and Raui Julia, at 7:00 &
10:00 in 26-100. Admission: $1.50.
Telephone: 258-8881.

* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * 
Leonard Cohen performs at 7:30 at
the Opera House, 539 Washington
Street, Boston. Tickets: S17.50. Tele-
phone: 426-5300.

Push Push performs in a record release
party at 8 pm at Nightstage, 823 Main
Street, Cambridge, just north of MIT.
Tickets: $5. Telephone: 497-8200.

Tax Collectors, 3-D, and Purple Stars
Sound perform at the Paradise, 967
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston. Tele-
phone: 254-2052.

Bad Ju Ju, Diversions, Double Dose,
and Bob Melooar and the Big Argument
perform at T.T. the Bears, 10 Brookline
Street, Cambridge, just north of MIT.
Telephone: 492-0082.

THEATER
Driving Miss Daisy, the Pulitzer Prize-
winning drama starring Julie Harris,
opens today at the Colonial Theater, 106
Boylston Street, Boston. Continues
through December 4 with performances
Tuesday-Saturday at 8 prn, matinees
Thursday and Saturday at 2 pm, Sunday
at 3 pm. Tickets: $22.50 to S37.50. Tele-
phone: 426-9366.

FILM &t VIDEO
The Somerville Theatre presents The
Thin Blue Line at 5:30, 7:30, & 9:30.
Continues through Thursday, Noverm-
ber 17. Located at 55 Davis Square,
Somerville, just by the Davis Square
T-stop on the red line. Admission: $5
general, $3 seniors and children. Tele-
phone: 625-1081.

The Brattle Theatre begins its Tuesday
film series Stylstically Sixties with an Al-
bert & David Maysles triple feature,
What's Happening! The Beatles in the
USA (1964) & With Love from Trumans
(A Visit with Truman Capole) (1966) at
8:00, and Salesman (1968) at 6:00 &
9:15. Located at 40 Brattle Street, Har-
vard Square, Cambridge. Tickets: S4.75
general, $3 seniors and children (good
for the triple feature). Tel: 876-6837.

The Harvard Film Archive continues its
Tuesday series Women and the American
Cinemo with Alfred Hitchcock's Rebecca
11940), starring Laurence Oiivier and
Joan Fontaine, at 5:30 & 8:00. Located
at the Carpenter Center for the Visual
Arts, Harvard University, 24 Quincy
Street, Cambridge. Admission: $3 gener-
al, 52 senloys and children. Telephone:
495-4700.

EXHIBITS
Tokens or Souvenirs Found and Trans.
formed opens today as part of The Big
SIM Show: A Generation of Media Art-
ists at the Thompson Gallery, Longwood
Building, Massachusetts College of Art,
364 Brookline Avenue, Boston. Contin-
ues through November 19 with gallery
hours 9-5. No admission charge. Tele-
phone: 232-1555 ext. 258 or 731-2040.

* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
Th? Boston Symphony Orbchestra,
Seiji Ozawa conducting, performs
Strauss' "Elektra" at 8 pm in Sym-
phony Hall, corner of Huntington
and Massachusetts Avenues, Boston.
Also presented November i8 at 2 pm.
Tickets: $16 to S42.50. Telephone:
266-1492.

r * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
An Evening of One-Act Plays is pre-
sented by MIT Dramashop at 8 pm in
Kresge Little Theatre. Also presented
November 18 and 19. No admission
charge. Telephone: 253-2877.

* * ¢ *

MIT Musical Theatre Guild performs
Rodgers and Hamrnmerstein's South Pacif-
ic at 8 pm in Kresge Auditorium [see re.
view this issue]. Also presented Novem-
ber 18 and 19. Tickets: $8 general, $6
seniors and students, $7 MIT faculty and
staff, $5 MIT students. Tel: 253-6294.

Evita is presented by the Harvard-
Radcliffe Dramatic Club at 8 pm at the
Loeb Drama Center, 64 Brattie Street,
Cambridge. Also presented November 18
and 19. Tickets: $7 general, $5 students.
Telephone: 547-8300.

FILM & VIDEO
The Brattle Theatre continues its Thurs-
day/Friday film series Akira Kurosawa:
Early Discoveries to the Classics with
Sanshiro Sugatz (1943) at 4:30 & 8:00
and Sansbibr Sugala II (1945) at 6:10 &
9:40. Located at 40 Brattle Street, Har-
vard Square, Cambridge. Tickets: S4.75
general, $3 seniors and children (good
for the double feature). Tel: 876-6837.

. * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
The Lyres and The Titanis perform
at Johnny D's, 17 Holland Street,
Somerville, near the Davis Square
T-stop on the red line. Telephone:
776-9667. 

Bullet La Volta, with guests Ten Times
and Beme Seed, performs in an 18+
ages show at Axis, 13 Lansdowne Street,
Boston, across from the entrance to the
bleachers at Fcnway ballpark, near Ken-
more Square. Tickets: $6 advance/S7 day
of show. Telephone: 262-2437.

Joe, September Reign, Dreams Made
Flesh, and Masters of the Obvious per-
form at T.T. the Bear's. 10 Brookline
Street, Cambridge, just north of MIT.
Telephone: 492-0082.

FOLM & VIDEO
The Harvard Film Archive continues its
Wednesday series Contemporary World
Cinema (1960-8) with Stanley Kubrick's
20D1: A Space Odyssey (0968) at 5:30 &
8:00. Located at the Carpenter Center
for the Visual Arts, Harvard University,
24 Quincy Street, Cambridge. Admis-
sion: $3 general, S2 seniors and children.
Telephone: 4954700.

The Brattle Theatre begins its Wednesday
film series Strange Lands with Stroszek
(Werner Herzog, 1977) at 3:50 & 7:50
and Stranger Than Paradise (Jim Jar-
musch, 1984) at 6:00 & 10:00. Located at
40 Brattle Street, Harvard Square, Cam-
bridge. Tickets: $4.75 general. $3 seniors
and children (good for the double fea-
ture). Telephone: 876-6837.

This Film Show, screenings of new works
by local filmmakers. is presented as part
of The Big -SIM Show: A Generation of
Media Artists at 7 pm at the Longwood
Theater, Longwood Building, Massachu-
setts College of Art, 364 Brookline Ave-
nue, Boston. Tickets: $4. Telephone:
232-1555 ext. 258 or 731-2040.

* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
The National Dance Company of Sen-
egal performs as a presentation of
Dance Umbrella at 8 pm at the Strand
Theater, 543 Columbia Road, Dor-
chester, near the Columbia/UMass/
JFK T-stop on the Ashmoat red line.
Also presented November 19. Tickets:
$18 and $15. Telephone: 492-7578.

* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE r : *
The Pat Metheny Croup performs at
8 pm & 11 pm at Nightstage, 823
Main Street, Cambridge, just north of
MIT. Also presented November 18
and 19. Tickets: $13.50. Telephone:
497-8200.

The Milt Jackson Quanrtet performs at
9 pm at the Regattabar, Charles Hotel,
Harvard Square, Cambridge. Also pre-
sented November 18, 19, and 20. Tick-
ets: 58.75 to $11.75. Tel: 864-1200.
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POPULAR MUSIC

POPULAR MUSIC, ETC.
Thirty Eight Special, with guests The
Greg Allman Band, performs at 7:30 at
the Orpheum Theatre, Hamilton Place,
Boston. Tickets: $20. Tel: 787-8000.

Ladysmith Black Mambazo and Karls
Bnoeff perform at the Paradise, 967
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston. Tele-
phone: 254-2052.

Dream Syndicate performs at Axis, 13
Lansdowne Street, Boston, across from
the entrance to the bleachers at Fenway
ballpark, near Kenmore Square. Tickets:
$7 advancei/S8 day of show. Telephone:
262-2437.

Butthole Surfers, with guests The Zulus
and Grin, perform in an 18 + ages show
at the Channel, 25 Necco Street, near
South Station in downtown Boston.
Tickets: $8 advance/J9 day of show.
Telephone: 451-1905.

Bim Skala Bim and Balboa Dance per-
form at Johnny D's, 17 Holland Street,
Somerville, near the Davis Square T-stop
on the red line. Telephone: 776-9667.

Hiding In Public, Dog House, and Idle
Rumors perform at T.T. the Bear's, 10
Brookline Street, Cambridge, just north
of MIT Telephone: 492-0082.

Judgementai performs at the Rat, 528
Commonwealth Avenue, Kenmore
Square, Boston. Telephone: 536-9438.

Capiltl Brass presents Star Spangled
Brass at 8 pmrn at the Wheelock College
Family Theater, 200 The Riverway, Bos-
ton. Tickets: S5 general, $3 seniors and
students. Telephone: 327-5251.

JAZZ MUSIC

POPULAR MUSIC, ETC.
Devo, with guest Miss Xanna Don't, per-
forms at the Channel, 25 Necco Street,
near South Station in downtown Boston.
Tickets: $9.50 advance/$11 day of show.
Telephone: 451-1905.

. . . .
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The Somerville Theatre presents Chilly
Scenes of Winter (1980) at 6 pmn & 10 pm
and Big (1988) at 8 pm. ILocated at 55
Davis Square, Somerville, just by the
Davis Square T-stop on the red line. Ad-
mission: S4.50 general, $3 seniors and
children (good for the double feature).
Telephone: 625-1081.

The Brattle Theatre continues its Thurs-
day/Friday film series Akira Kurosawn:
Early Discoveries to the Classics with I
Live nla Fear (1955) at 3:45 & 7:50 and
One Wonderful Sunday (1947) at 5:45 &
9:50. Located at 40 Brattle Street, Har-
vard Square, Cambridge. Tickets: S4.75
general, $3 seniors and children (good
for the double feature). Tel: 876-6837.

The Harvard Film Archive continues its
series Images in the Shadows: A History
of Spanish Cinema with Heart of the
Forest (Manuel Guiterrez Aragon, 1979)
at 7 pm and Maravillas (Manuel Gutier-
rez Aragon, 1980) at 9 pr. Located at
the Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts,
Harvard University, 24 Quincy Street,
Cambridge. Admission: $3 general, $2
seniors and children, $5/$4 for the dou-
ble feature. Telephone: 495-4700.

The Museum of Fine Arts continues its
series Allegory, Fantasy, and Magical
Surrealism: Latin American Cinema's
Literary Adaptations with Macario (Ro-
berto Gavaldon, 1960, Mexico) at 5:30
and The Realm of Fortune (Arturo Rip-
stein, 1986, Mexico) at 7:30. Screenings
in Remis Auditorium, MFA, 465 Hun-
tington Avenue, Boston. Tickets: $4 gen
eral, $3.50 MFA members, seniors, and
students. Telephone: 267-9300 ext. 306.

POPULAR MUSIC, ETC.
Steve Miller performs at 7:30 & 10:30 at
the Orpheum Theater, Hamilton Place,
Boston. Tickets: $18. Tel: 482-0650.

* * e ·

Feia Kuti and Egypt 80 perform at the
Channel, 25 Necco Street, near South
Station in downtown Boston. Tickets:
S13.50 advance/$15 day of show. Tele-
phone: 451-1905.

Pajama Slave Dancers, The Matweeds,
and Change of Fate perform at T.T. the
Bear's, 10 Brookline Street, Cambridge,
just north of MIT. Telephone: 492-0082.

Shake The Faith and The Slaves perform
at the Rat, 528 Commonwealth Avenue,
Kenmore Square, Boston. Telephone:
536-9438.

Connie Kaldor performs at 8 pmn at the
Somerville Theatre, 55 Davis Square,
Somerville, just by the Davis Square
T-stop on the red line. Tel: 625-1081.

CLASSICAL MIUSIC
The Egmont Trio performs works by
Beethoven, Mendelssohn, and Pavel at
8 pm in the Edward Pickmnan Concert
Hall, Longy School of Music, Follen and
Garden Streets, Cambridge. Tickets: $5
general, $4 seniors and students. Tele-
phone: 536-2386.
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to a flying start!

Attend Air Force Officer
Training School,

earn a commission
and begin a rewarding career.
The Air Force offers you good
pay, complete medical care

and mnuch more. Call

SERGEANT IKE SCHNEIDER
617-322-729 9 COLLECT
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
Stephen Prina: An Evening of 19th and
20th Century Piano Music, arrangements
of excerpts from the nine symphonies of
Beethoven performed by pianists Lorna
Eder and Gaylord Mowry, is presented at
7:30 in Remis Auditorium, Museurn of
Fine Arts, 465 Huntington Avenue, Bos-
ton. Tickets: $8 general, $6 MFA and In-
stitute of Contemporary Art members,
seniors, and students. Tel: 267-9300
ext. 306.

The Boston Universmity Chamber Players
perform at 8:30 in the BU Concert Hall,
855 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston.
Tickets: $5 general, 53 seniors and stu-
dents. Telephone: 353-3345.

The Boston Conservatory Orchestra per-
forms Stravinsky's Symphoniesfor Wind
Instruments and Mahler's Songs of a
Wayfarer at 8 pmr in Seully Hall, 8 The
Fenway, Boston. No admission charge.
Telephone: 536-6340.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
The Ariel Quintet performs works by Li-
geti, Reicha, and Peter Child at i2:05 in
the MIT Chapel. No admission charge.
Telephone: 253-2906.

*' * * ·

Tafelmusik soloists with Malcolm Bilson
perform works by Haydn and Mozart at
8 pm in Houghton Memorial Chapel,
Wellesley College. No admission charge.
Telephone: 235-0320 ext. 2028.

The Boston Symphony Orchestra, Seiji
Ozawa conducting, performs works by
Mozart, Glazunov, and Beethoven at
8 pm in Symphony Hall, corner of Hun-
tington and Massachusetts Avenues, Bos-
ton. Also presented November 19. Tick-
ets: $16 to $42.50. Telephone: 266-1492.

· * ?' ·

Harpsichordist John Gibbons performs
works by J. S. Bach at 8 pm in Remis
Auditorium, Museum of Fine Arts, 465
Huntington Avenue, Boston. Tickets:
$12 general, $10 MFA members, seniors,
and students. Telephone: 267-9300.

Australia Ensemble performs works by
Brahms, Schoenberg, and Wuorinen at
8 pm at the Longy School of Music, Fol-
len and Garden Streets, Cambridge.
Tickets: $10 general, $5 seniors and stu-
dents. Telephone: 262-0650.

THEATER

Musicians from the Marlboro Music Fes-
tival perform works by Beethoven, Dvo-
rak, and Shostakovich at 8 pm in the Ed-
ward Pickman Concert Hall, Longy
School of Music, Follen and Garden
Streets, Cambridge. Tickets: S9 general,
$6 seniors and students. Tel: 734-8742.

Bart McCarthy and Synapse Dance The-
atre perform Creation Day: Diary of a
Mad Mover at 8 pm at the Cambridge
Multi-Cultural Arts Center, 41 Second
Street, East Cambridge. Also presented
November 19. Tickets: $10 general, $8
seniors and students. Tel: 577-1400.

ELECTRONICS DESIGNER
Cambridge high-tech opportunity for an electrical
engineer with MS and some experience, or BS with
significant experience, to design and develop
electronic circuitry in the areas of instrumentation
and control systems. Ideal candidate will be familiar
with analog circuit design using operational
amplifiers, and power amplifier design using discrete
semiconductors. Experience with switching power
supply and/or servo design a plus. Send confidential
resume to:

SatCon Technology Corporation
P. O. Box 387

Cambridge, Mass. 02142

X~

A R T
FILM & VIDEO

�9 Maps n POPULAR MUSIC, ETC.
Karen Akers performs at 8 pm at the
Berklee Performance Center, 136 Massa-
chusetts Avenue, Boston. Tickets: $19
and $22. Telephone: 497-1118.

Neville Brothers, with guests Max Creek,
perform at the Channel, 25 Necco Street,
near South Station in downtown Boston.
Tickets: $12.50 advance/S13.50 day of
show. Telephone: 451-1905.

Jerry Seinfeld performs at 8 pm & 11 pm
at the Paradise, 967 Commonwealth Ave-
nue, Boston. Also presented Novem-
ber 19. Telephone: 254-2052.

Del-Lords, IRapture of the Deep, and
The Marlehas perform at T.T. the Bear's,
10 Brookline Street, Cambridge, just
north of MIT. Telephone: 492-0082.

Blood Oranges and Hovorka perform at
the Rat, 528 Commonwealth Avenue,
Kenmore Square, Boston. Telephone:
536-9438. * .

Ronnie Earl, Jerry Portnoy, and The
Broadcasters perform in an album re-
lease party at Johnny D's, 17 Holland
Street, Somerville, near the Davis Square
T-stop on the red line. Also presented
November 19. Telephone: 776-9667.

JAZZ MUSIC
The Bill Evans Quintet performs at the
Willow Jazz Club, 699 Broadway, Ball
Square, Somerville. Also presented No-
vember 19 and 20. Telephone: 421-9333.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Pianist Eleanor Perrone performs as part
of the MIT Affiliated Artist Series at
8 pm in Killian Hall, MIT Building 14.
No admission charge. Tel: 253-2906.

Pianist Shura Cherkassky performs
works by Mozart, Liszt, Chopin, Ravel,
and Balakirev at 8 pm in Jordan Hall,
New England Conservatory, 290 Hun-
tington Avenue, Boston. Tickets: $18,
$20, and $22 [reduced-price tickets also
offered through The Tech Performing
Arts Series]. Telephone: 536-2412.

Boston Musica Viva presents "Honoring
John Cage," works by Cage, Arnold
Schoenberg, Lou Harrison, and Henry
Cowell, at 8 pm in the Edward Pickman
Concert Hall, Longy School of Music,
Follen and Garden Streets, Cambridge.
Tickets: $IO and $12 general, half-price
seniors and students. Tel: 353-0556.

The Handel and Haydn Society presents
Masters of the Italian Baroque, chamber
music by Corelli and Carissimi, at 8 pm
in Old South Church, 645 Boylston
Street, Boston. Tickets: S12.50 general,
$5 senior/student rush tickets available
one hour prior to performance. Tele-
phone: 266-3605.

THEATER
The MIT Gilberl and Sullivan Players
perform The Pirates of Penzance at 8 pm
in 54-100. Also presented November 19
and 20. Tickets: $6 general, $5 MIT
community. Telephone: 494-1618.

PERFORMANCE
Relatives, combining spoken text by
Constance De Jong and video by Tony
Oursler, is presented at 8 pm at the ICA
Theater, Institute of Contemporary Art,
955 Boylston Street, Boston. Also pre-
sented November 19. Tickets: S8 general,
$6 ICA and Museum of Fine Arts mem-
bers, seniors, and students. Telephone:
266-5152.

CLASCL MSICAL MS

DANCE

MIT ISLAMnIC SOCIETY PRESENTS:

WrOMEN IN ISLAM

AND

MUSLIM WOMNEN IN AMERICA

A LECTURE

BY

IKHADIJAH AHMAD

DATE: Tuesday, November 15

TIMIE: 7:00 P.iM.

PLACE: MIT ROOMh 9-150

Sponsored Jointly By GSC and MiITIS
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* w .CRITIC'S CHOICE * *r w
Garrison Keillor is presented at the
Wang Center. 270 Tremont Street,
Boston. Telephone: 787-8000.

* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
The Brattle Theatre continues its
Tuesday film series Stvlhsticallv Sixties
with a D. A. Pennebaker double fea-
ture. Don't Look Back (1966), with
Bob Dylan. at 4:30 & 8:00 and Mon-
terey Pop (1968) at 6:20 & 9:50. Lo-
cated at 40 Brattie Street, Harvard
Square, Cambridge. Tickets: $4.75
general, S3 seniors and children (good
for the double feature). Telephone:
876-6837.

* * w CRITIC'S CHOICE * ..
The Brattfe Theatre continues its Sat-
urday/Sunday film series Hepburn
and Tracy Together Again with State
of the Union (Frank Capra, 1948) at
2:00, 5:50, & 9:50 and Pat and Mike
tCeorge Cukor, i952) at 4:0U & 8:00.
Located at 40 Brattle Street, Harvard
Square, Cambridge. Tickets: $4.75
general, $3 seniors and children (good
for the double feature). Telephone:
876-6837.

._ .lll

* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
The French Library in Boston contin-
ues its film series Revolutionacry
Godard with Masculin-feminin (Jean-
Luc Godard, 1966), starring Jean-
Pierre Ldaud, at 8 pm. Also presented
Sunday; November 20. Located at 53
Marlborough Street, Boston, near the
Arlington T-stop on the green line.
Admission: $3.50 general, $2.50 Li-
brary members. Telephone: 266-4351.

The Harvard Film Archive continues its
series Images in the Shadows: A History
of Spanish Cinema with Diamond Plaza
(Francesco Bertriu, 1982) at 4 pm, Mara-
villas (Manuel Gutierrez Aragon, 1980)
at 7 pm, and Berta's Motives (Jose Luis
Guerin, 1984) at 9 pm. Located at the
Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts,
Harvard University, 24 Quincy Street,
Cambridge. Admission: $3 general, $2
seniors and children, $5/$4 for a double
feature. Telephone: 495-4700.

CLASSICAL MUSIC

In Gratitude and Admiration: A Cele-
bration of Walter Gropius, an exhibit of
birthday cards sent to Walter Gropius on
his 60th and 70th birthdays to celebrate
the 50th anniversary of the Gropius
House, and Billy Budd, Sailor: Bound to
Vart,, a Guild of Book Workers exhibl-
tion of umniqa'. bookbifvdimig. continue
through December 31 at the MIT Muse-
um, N52-2nd floor, 265 Massachusetts
Avenue, Cambridge. Gallerv hours are
Tuesday-Friday 9-5 and Saturday-Sunday
12-4. Telephone: 253-4444.

Works Since 1950, examining the work
of the New York-based feminist artist
Nancy. Spero; Visual impressions of sin
Invisible Sculpture, mechanical and envi-
ronmental sculptures by Santa Monica
artist Carl Cheng; and The Bear in the
Marketplace: Anticommunism and Patri-
otism in Recent American Advertising, a
visual essay by the Boston artist Richard
Bolton analyzing the influence of super-
power politics on advertising, continue
through December 4 at the List Visual
Arts Center, MIT Wiesner Building E15,
20 Ames Street, Cambridge. Gallery
hours arc weekdays 12-6 and weekends
1-5. No admission charge. Telephone:
253-4680.
Goin' Fishin', an exhibit of photo-
graphs, models, and equipment examin-
ing Boston's fishing industry, continues
through January 15 at the MIT Museum,
N52-2nd floor, 265 Massachusetts Ave-
nue, Cambridge. Gallery hours are Tues-
day-Friday 9-5 and Saturday-Sunday
12-4. Telephone: 253-4444.

Emanuel Swedenborg: 18th-Century Sci-
entist, models of the inventions of the
famous Swedish inventor, statesman, and
religious writer, continues through De-
cember 31 at the MIT Museum, N52-2nd
floor, 265 Massachusetts Avenue, Cam-
bridge. Gallery hours are Tuesday-Friday
9-5 and Saturday-Sunday 12-4. Tele-
phone: 253-4444.

OFF CAMPUS
r * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *!
A Preposterous Pad: The Sumptuous
Still Life in the Netherlands 1600-
1700 continues through November 27
at the Fogg Art Museum, Harvard
University, 32 Quincy Street, Cam-
bridge. Telephone: 495-2387.

One Family: An Extended Portrait, pho-
tographs by Vaughn Sills of the Toole
family of Georgia, continues through
November 30 at the Trustman Art Gal-
lery, Simmons College, 300 The Fenway,
Boston. Gallery hours are Monday to
Friday 10-4:30. Telephone: 738-2145.

COMEDY
ImprovBoston performs at 8 pm at
Crossroads. corner of Beacon Street and
Massachusetts Avenue. Performances
continue every Sunday night. Tickets: s$5
general, $3 students. Tel: 576-2306.

POPULAR MUSIC, ETC.
The Pointer Sisters and Jeffrey Osborne
perform at 7:30 at the Boston Garden,
Causeway Street, Boston, near the North
Station T-stop on the green and orange
lines. Tickets: S18.50, $22.50, and
S24.50. Telephone: 247-4433.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
The Boston Conservatory Wind Ensem-
ble performs works by Ralph Vaughan
Williams, Alfred Reed, and Robert Rus-
sell Bennett at 8 pm in Seully Hall,
8 The Fcnway, Boston. No admission
charge. Telephone. 536-6340.

FILMS & VIDEO
The Somerville Theatre presents Tucker
(Francis Ford Coppola, 1988) at 5:30 &
9:45 and Eight Men Out (John Sayles,
1988) at 7:30. Also presented Tuesday,
November 22. Located at 55 Davis
Square, Somerville, just by the Davis
Square T-stop on the red line. Admis-
sion: S4.50 general, $3 seniors and chil-
dren (good for the double feature). Tele-
phone: 625-1081.

* · . CRITIC'S CHOICE * j
Thle Harvard Film Archive continues
its Monday series of Film Comedy
with Stanley Kubrick's Dr. Strange-
love (1963) at 5:30 & 8:00. Located at
the Carpenter Center for the Visual
Arts. Harvard University, 24 Quincy
Street, Cambridge. Admission: $3
general, $2 seniors and children. Tele-
phone: 4954700.

,,.

The Brattle Theatre continues its Mon-
day series of Film Nair with a Kirk
Douglas, Lizabeth Scott double feature,
The Strange Love of Martha Ivers (Lewis
Milestone, 1946) at 3:45 & 7:50 and I
Walk Alocne (Byron Haskin, 1947) at
5:55 & 9:35. Located at 40 Brattle Street,
Harvard Square, Cambridge. Tickets:
S4.75 general, S3 seniors and children
(.ood for the double feature). Telephone:
876-6837.

POPULAR MUSIC
Joplin Hart, Haven, and RBock City per-
form at the Paradise, 967 Common-
wealth Avenue, Boston. Tel: 254-2052.

Doah performs at 8 pm at Nightstzge,
823 Main Street. Cambridge, just north
of MIT. Tickets: $10. Tel: 497-8200.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
The Benjamin Brittea Festival, commem-
orating the composer's 75th birthday, is
presented at 8:30 at the Boston Universi-
ty Concert Hall, 855 Commonwealth Av-
enue, Boston. Tickets: $6 gene'r, $3 se-
niors and students. Telephone: 353-3345.

*· * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
The MIT Lecture Series Committee
presents The Godfather (Francis Ford
Coppola} at 8 pm in 26-100. Admis-
sion: $1.50. Telephone: 258-8881.

The Brattle Theatre continues its Satur-
day/Sunday film series Hepburn and
Tracy Together Again with State of the
Union (Frank Capra, 1948) at 3:25 &
9:45 and Keeper of the Flame (George
Cukor, 1942) at 1:30 & 5:35. Located at
40 Brattle Street, Harvard Square, Cam-
bridge. Tickets: $4.75 general, $3 seniors
and children (good for the double fea-
ture). Telephone: 876-6837.

* * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *

The Harvard-Epworth Chruch pre-
sents Buster Keaton's Seven Chances
(1925) at 8 pm. Located at 1555 Mas-
sachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, just
north of Harvard Square. Admission:
$3 contribution. Telephone: 354-837.

The Harvard Film Archive continues its
series Images in the Shadows: A History
of Spanish Cinema with Berta's Motives
{Jose Luis Guerin, 1984) at 4 pm and Di-
amond Plaz (Francesco Bertriu, 1982) at
7 pm. Located at the Carpenter Center
for the Visual Arts, Harvard University,
24 Quincy Street, Cambridge. Admis-
sion: S3 general, $2 seniors and children,
$5/S4 for the double feature, Telephone:
4954700.
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The Harvard Film Archive continues its
Tuesday series Women and the American
Cinema with Dance Giri Dance (Dorothy
Arzner, 1940). starring Lucille Ball and
Maureen O'Hara, at 5:30 & 8:00. Locat-
ed at the Carpenter Center for the Visual
Arts, Harvard University, 24 Quincy
Street, Cambridge. Admission: $3 gener-
al, $2 seniors and children. Telephone:
4954700.

Cole Porter's musical, Anything Goes,
continues through November 19 at the
Schubert Theater, 265 Tremont Street,
Boston. Performances are Monday-
Saturday at 8 pm, Saturday matinees at
2 pm. Tickets: $27.50 to $45. Telephone:
426-4520.

Fool for Love, Sam Shepard's scorching
portrait of a tragic love affair, continues
through November 20 at the New Ehrlich
Theatre, 539 Tremont Street, Boston.
Performances are Thursday-Friday at
8 pm, Saturday at 5 pm & 8:30, and
Sunday at 2 pm. Tickets: $12 to $15.
Telephone: 482-6316.

Forbidden Broadway 1988, the latest up-
dated version of Gerard Alessandrini's
musical comedy revue, continues indefi-
nitely at the Terrace Room, Boston Park
Plaza Hotel. Performances are Tuesday-
Friday at 8 pm, Saturday at 7 pm &
10 pm, and Sunday at 3 pr & 6 pm.
Tickets: $16 to S.2.50. Tel: 357-8384.

Hollandia '45, Sarah Dreher's drama of
a 70-year-old World War 11 veteran reliv-
ing the memories of her lesbian love af-
fair in the war-torn jungles of New Guin-
ea, continues through November 20 as a
presentation of Theatre Nouveau at the
Boston Center for the Arts, 543 Tremont
Street, Boston. Performances are Thurs-
day to Sunday at 8 prm. Tickets: S6. Tele-
phone: 451-6360.

Murder at Rutherford House, the amus-
ing audience-participation murder mys-
tery, continues indefinitely at the Wilbur
Theatre, 246 Tremont Street, Boston.
Performances are Thursday-Saturday at
8 pm, matinees Saturday-Sunday at
2 pm. Tickets: S33.50 to $37.50 (includes
dinner). Telephone: 4X34008.

The Mystery of irma Vep, Charles Lud-
lam's high-carp horror comedy, contin-
ues through November 20 as a presenta-
tion of the Triangle Theater Company at
the Paramount Penthouse Theatre, 58
Berkeley Street. Boston. Performances
are Thursday-.aturday at 8 pm. Sunday
at 6 pm. Tickets: $15. Tel: 426-3550.

The Mysterious Case of the Wolf-Man,
wherein Sigmund Freud. Sherlock
Holmes, and Lon Chaney journey
through turn of the century Vienna, co;u-
tinues through December 3 as a presema-
tion of Theatre S. at the Performance
Place, Ehzabeth Peabod. House, 277
Broadway, Somerville Pert'ormances are
Thursday to Saturday at 8 pro. Tickets:
$8 and $10 general, $2 discount to stu-
dents. Telephone: 623-5510.

Nunsense, depicting the talent show
staged by the Little Sisters of Hoboken
in order to raise money to bury four of
their number currently in the convent
freezer, continues indefinitely at the
Charles Playhouse, 74 Warrenton Street,
Boston. Performances are Tuesday-
Friday at 8 pro, Saturday at 6 pm &
9 pro, matinees Thursday at 2 pm and
Sunday at 3 pm. Tickets: $15.50 to
$26.50. Telephone: 426-6912.

Present Laughter. Noel Coward's comic
romp about a vain, middle-aged actor
pursued by a silly, young woman, contin-
ues through November 27 at the Lyric
Stage, 54 Charles Street, Beacon Hill,
Boston. Performances are Wednesday-
Friday at $:00, Saturday at 5:00 & 8:30,
and Sunday at 3:00. Tickets: $12.50 to
$15.50. Telephone: 742-8703.

Shear Madness, the long-running comic
murder mystery, continues indefinitely at
the Charles Playhouse, 74 Warrenton
Street, Boston. Performances are
Tuesday-Friday at 8:00, Saturday at 6:30
& 9:30 pro, and Sunday at 3:00 &
7:30pm. Tickets: $i6 and $19. Tele-
phone: 426-6912.

The Sound of Music, based on the uplift-
ing story of the von Trapp family's flight
from Nazi-occupied Austria, continues
through November 20 at the Wheelock
Family Theatre, 200 The Riverway, Bos-
ton, near the Fenway T-stop on the 'D'
green line. Performances are Friday and
Saturday at 7:30, Sunday at 3:00. Tick-
ets: $6. Telephone: 734-5203 ext. 147/8.

Talk Radio, Eric Bogosian's sardonic
play jabbing at call-in-show hosts and
their fans, continues through Decem-
ber 10 at the Alley Theatre, 1253 Cam-
bridge Street. Cambridge. Performances
are Thursday-Sunday at 8 prm. Tickets:
$12 general, S10 seniors and students.
Telephone: 491-8166.

Yankee See, Yankee Do, an off-beat, ir-
reverent look at how New Englanders act
and think, continues indefinitely at the
Boston Baked Theatre, 255 Elm Street,
Davis Square, Somerville. Performances
are Thursday-Friday at 8 pm and Satur-
day at 8 pm & 10:15. Tickets: $11 to S14.
Telephone: 628-9575.

ON CAMPUS
Heinrich Hertz: The -Beginning of Micro-
waves continues through December 31 at
the MIT Museum, N52-2nd floor, 265
Massachusetts Avenue, Camabridge. Gal-
lery hours are Tuesday-Friday 9-5 and
Saturday-Sunday 12-4. Tel: 253-4444.
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POPULAR MUSIC, ETC.
The Tubes, with guests Still Life, Paris,
and Third Person, perform at the Chan-
nel, 25 Necco Street, near South Station
in downtown Boston. Tickets: S7.50 ad-
vance/S8.50 day of show. Telephone:
451-1905.

The Slaves, Matweeds, and Witch Doc-
tor perform at Johnny D's, 17 Holland
Street, Somerville, near the Davis Square
T-stop on the red line. Tei: 776-9667.

In Tua Nun performs at the Paradise,
967 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston.
Telephone: 254-2052.

Kenny Rankin performs at 7:30 & 9:30 at
Nightstage, 823 Main Street, Cambridge,
just north of MIT. Tickets: $10. Tele-
phone: 497-8200.

· e · *

Bright Morning Star performs at 8 pm at
the Somerville Theatre, 55 Davis Square,
Somerville, just by the Davis Square
T-sctp on teln red lit.e Tic;,t..: U'0.55C.
and $12.50 advance, $2 more day of
show. Telephone: 625-1081.

JAZZ MUSIC
The New Black Eagle Jazz Band, The
Hot Antic Jazz Band, and The Para-
mount Jazz Band perform from 2 pm to
6 pin in the Charles Ballroom and Regat-
tabar, Charles Hotel, Harvard Square,
Cambridge. Tickets: $14.50. Telephone:
876-7777.

. . .CRITIC'S CHOICE . . *
The MIT Student Center Committee
presents Charlie Chaplin's Gold Rush
at II pm in Lobdell Dining Hall. No
admission charge.

+*·*

. * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * . *
Sonny Rollins performs at 7:30 &
9:30 in the Charles Ballroom, Charles
Hotel, Harvard Square, Cambridge.
Tickets: S14.50. Telephone: 876-7777.

The Welesity Chamber Music Societly
performs at 8 pm in Jewett Auditorium,
Wellesley College. No admission charge.
Telephone: 235-0320 ext. 2028.

The Classlcal Quartet performs works by
Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, at 3 pm
in Remis Auditorium, 465 Huntington
Avenue, Boston. Tickets: $12 general,
$10 MFA members, seniors, and stu-
dents. Telephone: 267-9300 ext. 306.

The Civic Symphony Orchestra of Bos-
ton performs works by Chambliss
Giobbi, Samuel Barber, Mendelssohn,
and Beethoven at 3 pm in Jordan Hall,
New England Conservatory, 290 Hun-
tington Avenue, Boston. Tickets: $12
and $8. Telephone: 437-0231.

Tracy Chapman at Symphony Hall on
November 25. The Nutcracker, presented
by Boston Ballet, November 25 to De-
cember 31. James Brown at the Channel
on November 27. Warren Zevon at the
Paradise on November 29. Roy Orblson
at the Channel on December 2. Cabaret,
with Joel Grey, at the Colonial Theatre
December 6 to 31. Treat Her Right at
the Paradise on December 15. Scnafty
the Cat and The '"tames at the Paradise
on December 16. Pbsto.rapbs by Chris-
topher S. A!drews at the MIT Weisner
Gallery beginning in February.

A R TS
PERFORMANCE FILM & VIDEO

FILM & VIDEO
The MIT Lecture Series Committee pre-
sents Willow at 3 pmr. 7 pm, & 10 pm in
26-100. Admission: $1.50. Telephone:
258-8881.

FILM & VIDEO
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will be on campus
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMRBER 16, 1988

Talk to IBM managers from the following locations:
- Poughkeepsie, New York
- Raleigh
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E Rolm, California
O White Plains, New York

C Boston
OI New York
O Boulder. Coloraedo
0 Burlington, Vermont
a Charlotte, North Carolina
E East Fishkill, New York

IBM is an equal opportunity employer.
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483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch, O UT O F
Cambridge, MA 02139.

Real Estate ZU Re
Boston South End Luxury Condo
"Featured in Boston Globe." Histor-
ic 1800's Church. Corner Unit - TU|IT O N
One Bedroom. Modern Kitchen,
Bath. Gothic Windows. Security
System, Concierge. Prestigious Ad-
dress! Price $198,000. Call Kevin: This year, with the new UPS tuition
1-508-465-1 601 Home, 641- ribreetporm o a
1920 Office. ' R en ta l option, reimbursementpro~gram yOu can- ~~~take a big chunk out of your college
Legal Problems? I am an experi- costs with a part time package
enced attorney and a graduate ofhadesjb
MIT who will work with you cre-
atively to solve these problems, an- Eligible shifts for our plan in our
swer your legal questions and pro-
vide legal re presentation. My office Norwood facility are:
is conveniently located in down- 10:30pm-2:30am (approximately)
town Boston just minutes from MIT40a 80am(proiaey
via the MBTA. Call Attorney Esther 4:00am-8:O0am (approximately)
J. Horwich at 523-1150. UPS Package Handlers make $8-9 an

Campus Reps Needed hour to start, and theres no experi-
Earn big commissions and free trips ence necessary' Theres lots more juicy _
by selling Nassau/Paradise Island t nefits too, like steady, parttime3
Cancurt, Mexico and Ski trips to bnft olk tay attm 
V ermont & Colorado. For more in- to 5 hour shifts to fit your school
formation call toll free 1-800-231- schedule, fil time benefits for part
0113 or in CT 203-967-3330. time work, chance to advance to a

Macs, Macs, and More Macs part-time supervsory position
If you're looking to sell your Macin- b Wfore grdtation and the oppoltnity 
tosh or you need to buy one, look to get paid to shape up.
no farther. DeskTop Performance
buys and sells used Macs, hard Start harvestingthe UPS fruits today
disks, mem ory upgrades and peri- t o

pheras. Dek~op erforancewith our $2.000 per semester tuition ,
guarantees competitive prices and reimbursement, lncludlng summer
quality servCall 617sessions. But act fast. You must be

Call 617-247-2470 employed two weeks after your
Government Hiomes fromn $1.00. semester begins to be 100% eligible
"U Repair." Also tax delinquent r

property. Call 805-644-9533. Ext. for this program.
901 for info. For more information about other
$.10/Hour - Tutors needed in mathe- ]hiSfi. Pall g19171 7.9.Clt91 or Qon -
matics, foreign languages, econom- tactyourStudent Employment
ics, and all sciences. Enjoyable
work with excellent compensation. Office. United Parcel Service has
Requirements: Access to a car, facilities in Norwood, Brockton,'
GPA 3.0+. Call 787-7622 Watertown, Dartmouth, Dennis,
Babysitter needed for 2 year old Sagamore and Warwick, RI.
boy in my Harvard Square home.
Mon, Wed, Fri. 9:00-5:00 call Judy
868-4034.

ATTENTION - HIRINGI Federal gov-
ernment jobs in your area and over-
seas. Many immediate openings United Parcel Serice
without waiting list or test.
$17,840-69,485. Phone call re- J ..for Tnlimited Potentials
fundable. 602-838-8885 EXT. J- Alvays an Equal Opportunity Employer
4058. ' _

ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100.
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1-
602-838-8885. Ext A-4058.
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VigilCPOW/MIA
qw qw 9

. 91 Day
On November 9-10, the Air
Force ROTC held a 24 hour
vigil in honor of the 2420
American servicepeople
still unaccounted for in
Southeast Asia.

Photos by:
Ken L, Church
Lisette W.M. Lambregts
Ray T. Powell
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Graduating seniors are invited to send
letter, resume, and copy of your transcripts, by November 18th, to:
Caroline Graham, Undergraduate Recruiting Coordinator

shy ^fb~tAEITv rllv^,v~P/w tsy

124 Mt. Auburn Street
Cambridge, MA 02138
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(Continued from page 24)

The absence of Gardner, who
led MIT this year in kill percent-
age, hurt the team, although Alt-
man credited Athena Cozakos
'89 with strong play in Gardner's
place.

"It was great to see [Cozakos]
have a career-ending match with
excellent hitting," Altman said.

Cozakos, who lives in Encini-
tas, CA, and had a few home-
town fans at the Pomona match,
is one of three graduating se-
niors. Teri Lowenstein and setter
Karen Koyama are the other two.

Lowenstein and junior Cecilia
Warpinski were named to the
New England Women's Volleyball
Association's first all-star team,

Despite the departure of the se-
niors, the Engineers have a lot to
look forward to next year.

Three freshmen - Gardner,
middle hitter Cindy Parrish, and
Nyla Hendrick - started and
will return next year with tourna-
ment experience. They will join
this year's "solid group of ju-
niors,"' according to Altman,
which includes setter Jenny Har-
ris, middle hitter Debbie Nunges-
ter, Warpinski and Tami Ja-
cobsen.

At the West Regional, "We re-
alized that we were a national
caliber team," Koyama said.

This sets a lofty goal, if yet un-
written, for next year's team.

while Cozakos was named to the
second team.

Lowenstein, who also plays
softball and basketball, has been
a defensive stalwart for the team
over the four years she has
played.

"She's done a great job for us
all year," Altmarn said, citing
Lowenstein's digging and passing
skills, as well as her accurate hit-
ting despite not being called on
often in offense.

All three seniors pointed to the
opportunity to play on a national
level as highlights of their years
with MIT volleyball. MIT has
been to the national tournament
four times in this decade, includ-
ing 1986.
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David Rothstein/The Tech

Coach Karyn Attman spurs her team on during a timeout at last week's New England
Women's Eight Conference Championship.' 
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Volleyball to build on playoff experience

LET'S WORK TOGETHER TO PROTECT
.y .THE UNBORN AND THE

NEWBORN
zYJ~~~~~l ~is/ .

MONITOR COMPANY
Strategy Consulting

Will be Holding Open and Closed Interviews
at M.I.T. on

on Tuesday, January 31st, 1989
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The 16 teams that will partici-
pate in the National Collegiate
Athletic Association Division III
championship tournament were
announced on Sunday. All four
teams in the Eastern Region are
from New York; defending cham-
pion Wagner College will host
Ithaca College, and Cortland-
State hosts Hofstra University.

The South region will consist
of Rhodes College (TN), Ferrum
Junior College (VA), Widener
College (PA), and Moravian Col-
lege (PA). Augustana College
(IL), Adrianl College (MI), Wit-
tenberg University (OH), and
Dayton College (OH) will com-
pete in the North region. Central
College (1A), Concordia College
(MEN), W~isconsin-Whitewater,
and Simpsonl College (IA) make
ulp the West region.

II ' I ' --- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Despite being down by 12
points at the end of the first half
after McMahon's fourth TD,
MIT came out of the locker
room inspired. They marched
downfield on the opening drive,
and were facing a fourth and
goal on the 10-yard line. La-
Hsousse took the ball wide on a
halfback option play, and might
have been able to throw for a
touchdown had linebacker Rick
Muskus not dragged down Lapes
from behind and held him downl.
Although ths occulrred in the end

Green Thumbs?

Become a Plant Technician, Mnahoney's, a leader
in commercial interior & landscaping has openings
for horticultural technicians. You will be caring
for plants and interior landscaping at our
custo'mers' locations throughout Boston and
Cambridge. Positions available is on both fiul and
part time basis. For more information cal Rick at
729-5900, Ex 170.

9 Mahoney's
C O R P O R A T E

_ . . . .. . ._ _ __ _ I -
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(Continusedfrom page 24)
the grasp of Falcon defenders.

The Falcons, with a mnuth big-
ger offensive line, simply ran all
over MIT. Four Bentley offensive
linemen weighed in at over 225
pounds, led by 6'5", 280 pound
Chris Gelinas at tackle. The Bea-
vers had only one defensive line-
man over 200 pounds (Mike Ah-
rens '90, at 212 pournds). Bentley
also realized that the officials
were not calling any holding, and
held early and often.

Bentley averaged four yards
per carry, and outgained MIT on
the ground 205 yards to 166. To
make matters worse, the Beaver
offense continued its tradition of
fumbling, putting the ball on the
turf five times and losing it twice.

The Falcons were also the more
experienced team, as they had 12
seniors among 66 players compet-
ing in the game, while the Bea-
vers had just two: Day and tight
end Joe Jones '89 of the 42 mem-
ber team.

A quick TD by Bentley on the
first series of the game set the
tone for their afternoon, as it
took the Falcons just five big
running plays to move downfield
from their 47-yard line. Running
backs McMahon and Kevin Tighe
led the charge, which culminated
with McMahon's 2-yard stroll
into the end zone.

McMahon's run was only the
first of his four touchdowns in
the first half, adding another 2-
yard score in the first quarter and
a 6-yarder and a third 2-yarder in
the second quarter.

Meanwhile, MIT's offense
demonstrated flashes of the bril-
liance they would display in the
fourth quarter. Also scoring on
their first possession, MIT gave
Bentley notice. On a fourth and
long at the Bentley 40, Day con-
nected with Lapes for a 40-yard
strike, and LaHousse followed
up with a two-point conversion
off of a fake PAT to give the
Seavers their only leadc of the af-

In other games around the
NECFC and Division III:

ternoon, 8-7.
After McMahon's second and

third scores gave the Falcons a
21-8 lead in the second quarter,
things began to look bleak for
MIT. Assistant Coach Tim
Walsh, echoing the frustration on
many of the Beavers' faces, was
slammed with an unsportsman-
like conduct call after going onto
the field to argue with the refer-
ees, who had been ignoring-the
blatant holding that had been
committee by the Falcon offen-
sive line and especially Gelinas.

Rather than hurting MIT, the
call seemed to fire them up; they
camoe right back with a score, as
La~ousse brought the Beavers
back to within one touchdown
with a 30-yard run.

zone right in front of the referee,
no call was made. No call, that
is, until Day came to Lapes' aid;
he was hit with a 15-yard penalty
for pushing Muskus oft the sec-
ond personal foul called ~against
Day.

The failed drive took the wind
out of the Beaver offense, as they
were unable to mount another
drive for the next 20 minutes.
The Falcon offense, resting a bit
on its lead, also took the third
quarter off.

The Beaver defense, obviously
tired after being on the field for
most of the game, weakened a bit
in the bunkth quarter and allowed
Bentley to extend their lead to
41-15 on two long passes. Lucey
connected with Jay Symonds on
a 25-yard score, and followed up
with a 31-yard touchdown strike
to Steve Grimwood.

Then the Beavers, now playing
for pride rather than for any re-
alistic hope of victory, took com-
mand. The defense tightened,
stopping McMahon cold and get-
ting to Lucey before he could un-
load. Defensive back Brian
Teeple '91 again came up with a
big interception in the fourth
quarter, winning a tug-of-war for
the ball with Lucey's intended
target.

Offensively, the Beavers started
throwing the ball, and Lapes
started putting on a show. He
had eight receptions in the sec-
ond half, with two touchdowns
on a 57-yard score and a 16-yard
score. When LaHousse broke a
l9-yarder for his second touch-
down, MIT suddenly found
themselves down by just six
points.

Coast guard, Plymouth Sty

in EC£A North playoff
StontehilB 28, Merrimack 7

Undefeated Plymouth State
(10-0) will play Coast Guard
Academy (8-1) for the Eastern
College Athletic Conference Divi-
sion III North Region title, the
region which includes MIT.
Plymouth State routed Worcester
State 62-0 in the New England
Football Conference champion-
ship game to win the conference
title for the eighth year in a row.
The ECAC South championship
game will feature Fordharn Col-
lege of New York against Dickin^
son College of Pennsylvania.

Frank Strachan rushed for 102
yards and three touchdowns and
intercepted two passes to lead the
Stonehill College Chieftains to a
28-7 upset victory over the Merri-
mack College Warriors.

The Chieftains have improved
greatly since suffering a crushing
29-7 loss to MIT in the season
opener. In their last three games,
Stonehill took a 13-point lead
into the fourth quarter against
the third-place Engineers (eventu-
ally losing, 14^13), tied undefeat-
ed conference champion Bentley
College 21-21, and defeated sec-
ond-plane Merrimack. Division 011 tournament

matchups announced

New England Collegiate

Football Conference

WNEC 35, Assumption 15

Mark Sansouncy ran for 159
yards and three touchdowns as
Western New England College's
rolled over Assumption College,
35-15. WNEC will be joining
MIT in the new Eastern Colle-
giate Football Conference next
fall, along with Assumption,
Merrimack, and Stonehill.

WNEC will be leaving the New
England Football Conference,
where it has found the competi-
tion against such opponents as
Plymouth State College (ranked
first in the Eastern College Ath-
letic Conference Division III
North Region), Lowell College,
and Curry College too strong.
WNEC started off the season
with a six-game losing strek,
and is in the conference cellar.

Conf
W-L -T

. 4-0-1
. 5-2-0
. 43-0
. 2-5-0
. 2-3-1
. 0-5-0

All
W-L-T

5-2-1
5-2-0
4-3-0
2-5-0
3-3-i
0-5-0

PF

234
90
141
72
133
50

PA
160

78
121
151
106

102

Bentley ....
Merrimack . .
MIT .......
Assumption .
Stonehill ...
Providence . .

Last Week's Results
Bentley 41 ........ MIT 35
Stonehill 28 .... MIerrimack 7
WNEC 35 ... Assumption 15

But there were less than two
minutes left on the clock, and an
onside kick followed by desperate
defensive attempts to strip the
ball from the Falcons were unsuc-
cessful, allowing Bentley to run
out the clock.
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Bear, Stearns & Co. Inc. is one of the nation's largest publicly held

securities firms with capital exceeding $1.3 billion, 13 major offices

worldwide and more than 6,000 employees. Our Equity Trading and
Mathematical Arbitrage Department would like to hire several
graduating SENIORS, M.A's or Ph.D's who possess the highest level of
quantitative skills and are anxious to apply these skills in a dynamic
business environment.

We are specifically interested in individuals who have concentrated
in one or more of the following areas:

* Mathematics (Pure and Applied)

• Robotic Engineering

• Electrical Engineefing
• Computer Science
* Statistics

• Operations Research
· Physics
9 Mathematical Economics
job responsibilities will include a combination of the following as is
desired by candidates:
e Desien and imlIementationo of complex mathematical arbitrage

Translations into your native language
are needed for Industrial literature. You
wiI be wei paid to prepare these
translations on an occasional basis.
Assignments are made according to
your area of technical knowledge.
We ar csrrenty seeking trnsiators for:
•Aji Chm" 0 aws 0 i he
• Fewsl * Fench 0 Nuernu * Oroek
• ftelion 0 opwin 0 0 Koreanr

i Corgas 99Wi- Pofth ortugueseo

and others.
into-English translations from German
and French. Many other languages also
available.
foreign latguage typists also needed.
An this win* mm be done In your
horn!
i irguistic Systems, Inc. is New

England's largest translation agency,
located a block north of the entrai Sg.
subway station.

For application ansd test
translation call Uls.

In Lc. D&Phlillps

8 ~64-39§00

sa zb- &OCI& d "o" - ,, -

trading strategies
- design and development of state-of-the-art real-time securities

trading system

All those interested are invited to attend our presentation at:

Bear, Stearns & Co. Inc.
NewYork/Atlanta/Boston/Chicago/Dallas/Los Angeles/San F rancisco
Am sterda m/Geneva/Hong Kong/London/ Paris/Tokyo

eUlqstIc Systems
116 Bishop Allen Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139

Beavers regain respect of crowd and selves in season finale

Associate
Equity Trading
and Mathematical Arbitrage

Your
foreign

languagl
ability

valuable!

ROOM 4-153
November 17, 1988 at 7:30 P.MI.
(Reception to follow)
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sports
Furious Beaver comeback falls short at Bentley
Lapes scores two ffourth-quarter toushdaowns as B1eavers get 20 points in final ten miautes

By Michael J. Garrison
and Harold A. Stern

WALTHAM - It was time for
the Beavers to find out how good
they really were.

The football team, which was
4-2 despite shaky performances
the past several weeks, was going
up against powerhouse Bentley
College, a bigger, more experi-
enced team with an explosive of-
fense that was undefeated in New

England Collegiate Football Con-
ference play. And anything short

Bentley 41, MIT 35
MIT (4-3) ........... 7 0 20 - 35
Bentley {5-2-1} ..... 15 12 0 14 - 41

First quarter
BEN - Kevin McMahon 2 run (Matt Collins

kick) 12:57
MIT - Anthony Lapes 40 pass from Tim

Day (Shane LaHousse run) 10:1 5
BEN - McMahon 2 run (Kevin Lucey run) 4:53

Second quarter
BEN - McMahon 6 run (kick failed) 11:14
MIT -_ LaHousse 30 run (Mike Ahrens

kick) 8:24
BEN - McMahon 2 run (pass failed) 2:52

Fourth quarter
BEN - Jay Symonds 25 pass from Lucey

(Collins kick) 13:08
BEN - Steve Grimwood 31 pass from

Lucey (Collins kick) 11:02
MIT - Lapes 57 pass from Day (Ahrens

kick) 10:46
MIT - Lapes 16 pass from Day (Ahrens

kick) 6:08
MIT - LaHousse 18 run ikick failed) 1:57

Attendance- 600

-- ' ------ 8-- -- -- -
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of an all-out effort would result
in an embarrassing end to a sea-
son that opened so promisingly.

After 50 minutes of play, it ap-
peared that the answer was that
they were not really that good,
and were just a young team with
a one-dimensional offense and a
small defense. The Beavers were
down, 41-15, and it looked like
only the clock would save them
from any further embarrassment.

But in those final ten minutes
of the season, MIT gave the
crowd - and perhaps more im-
portantly themselves - some-
thing to remember. The Beavers
scored 20 points in those final 10
minutes, while standing tall and
shutting down the Falcons. In the
end, they came up short, 41-35,
and although the clock defeated
MIT, Bentley surely didn't.

MIT wide receiver Anthony
Lapes '90, who started.off the
season slowly with just four re-
ceptions for 78 yards and no
touchdowns in the first three
games of the season, caught fire
at Stonehill College last month
and hasn't cooled off since; he
finished the season with 27 recep-
tions for 545 yards and 6 touch-
downs in the Beavers' final four
games.

Saturday was by far his mas-
terpiece. Despite Bentley's knowl-
edge that the Beavers had to put
the ball in the air in order mount
a comeback, and their realization
that Lapes was quarterback Tim
Day's ('89) only target, the Fal-
cons just couldn't stop him, even
with the double coverage they put
on him virtually every play.

When time ran out on Lapes,
he had three touchdowns among
his 11 receptions for 225 yards,
including two scores in the fourth
quarter, and broke every MIT
single game, season, and career
receiving mark.

Shane LaHousse '90 (133 yards
rushing, 1 of I for 42 yards pass-
ing) and Garret Moose '91 (45
yards) filled out the MIT back-
field. LaHousse successfully de-
fended his conference. rushing
lead- against -the second-place
Kevin McMahon of Bentley. La-
Housse, who entered the game

averaging just three yards per holding a dangerous Bentley three touchdowns with no inter-
game more than McMahon, out- passing attack to a near mini- ceptions, while Lucey connected
gained McMahon 133 yards to on just 54 percent for only 150
130, finishing the season with a yards and two scores, with one
120.7 average per game. picked off by MIT.

Day has outgunned opposing On the downside, MIT's lines
quarterbacks the past three were overmatched by those of the
weeks, but this time he was Falcons. Bentley, by far the best
matched up against Kevin Lucey, A l(m ) team MIT played this season,
a 6' 3" quarterback with a rifle U . opened up big holes on offense
arm. Lucey came into the game and pressured a scrambling Day
as the conference's top-ranked 3 on defense. Day is more of an
passer (95-183) with 1162 yards option quarterback than a
and 10 TDs in his previous six -;straight drop-back passer and
games this season. therefore most dangerous when

~~~~Nevertheless, with the excep-~ 5he is scrambling. Because of this,Nevertheless, with the excep- he was caught for only one sack
tion of a brief four minute col- mum. So Day finished up on top in the second half when MIT had
lapse early in the fourth quarter, again, completing 57 percent of to throw, but often threw while in
MIT's secondary did a fine job his attempts for 231 yards and {Please turn to page 23)

Volleyball team draws' positive lesson

By David Rothstein
The women's volleyball team

returned Sunday from the West
Regional competition of the Na-
tional Collegiate Athletic Associ-
ation Division III tournament,
held at the University of Califor-
nia's San Diego campus, after
losing in the opening round to
Pomona College.

Despite the 15-11, 15-4, 15-13
defeat on Thursday evening,
players and coaches alike said
that the experience was a positive
one for the team.

Teams from the West Coast
have traditionally been stronger
than their East Coast counter-
parts, but coach Karyn Altman
sees changes in the status quo.

"On any given day we had the
potential to beat all the teams,"
Altman said, granting exception
to traditional powerhouse UCSD,
which is ranked first in the na-
tion in Division III and won the

"At some point [Pomona]
started passing well and we start-
ed passing badly," Altman said.

Pomona built on the momen-
tum gained by the comeback in
the first game to quickly defeat
MIT in the second, as the Engi-

neers had trouble passing and
setting, she added.

MIT rallied in what proved to
be the final game to take a 13-8
lead, but could not hold on as
Pomona chipped away at the
lead. se turn to page 22)(Plea~se rtur to page 22

Bently
First dowrns .......... ... 20
Rusihs-yards ......... ' 48-205
Passing yards ........... 150
Passes ............. 12-22-1
ReturnM yards ............. 86
Punts-averege ......... 6-37.5
Fi-mbeslost ............ 1-0
Perities-yards ......... 3-45

MIT
21

44-166
273

14-24-0
117

6-32.0
5-2

7-75

Sports Update
MIT in upper half

at cross-country meet
Sean Kelley '89 has finished

sixth at the New England Divi-
sion III Cross Country Champi-
onships at North Dartmouth,
NH. MIT finished.14th at the
meet in which over 30 teams
competed. Brandeis University,
which placed four runners in the

'Association team in the North-
east Tournament. Domingo was
the leading scorer and the most
valuable scorer for the Engineers,
and will be the team's captain
next season. Last week she was
named to the New England
Women's Eight Conference All-
Star team along with sweeper So-
nya Hwang '89.

Trainer to work with
B ai m m am . MP

indtividual Leasders
Rushing - MIT, LaHousse 23-133. Moose 11-

45, Drbohlav 2-10. BEN. McMahon 26-130.
Cho 11-63, Tighe 5-26, Tiano 2-4.

Passing - MIT, Day 13-23-0-231, LaHousse 1-
1-0-42. BEN. Lucey 12-22-1-150.

Receiving - MIT, Lapes 11-225, Berkery 1-42.
LaHousse 1-9. BEN, Symonds 3-46, Tighe
3-6. Viellette 2-24, Grimwood 2-23, Taylor
1-47, Ortins 1-4.

Kickoff Returns - MIT, Day 3-69, LaHousse 2-
14, Drbohlav 1-10. BEN, Cashman 1-32,
Fisher 1-14, Taylor 1-5, Sinkewicz 1-2.

Punt Returns - MIT, Day 3-24. BEN, Taylor 2-
20, Fisher 1-7, Perry 1-6.

Interceptions - MIT, Teeple.
Sacks - MIT, Prather 1%, Ahrens 1/, Frazier

½h, Riggs '.
Kicks BEocked - MIT, Prather 1.
Tackles - MIT. Prather 19, Buellesbsch 14,

Loh 11, Rubiano 10, Anderson 9.

Regional competition. top ave, won the compeiuaon. U* Junior Lugo Toam
The Engineers, playing without The women's team ended up 18th Athletic trainer Gary Rizza has

Susie Gardner '92, a leading out- out of over 27 teams. been named trainer for the Unit-
side hitter who went down with a ed States Junior National Luge
severely sprained ankle during Field hockey player Team. Rizza will travel through-
practice before the first-round i ot-s o plsy out Europe with the team during
match, led Pomona 5-0 and 9-3 January, 1989.
in the first game before succumb- Forward Kirsten Domingo '90
ing to the southern California has been selected to play on a Compiled by Harold A. Stern
team. Northeast College Field Hockey and the Sports Information Office

from loss in NCAA Regional playoffs

Kelley sixth at New England
Division I I Cham'pionships

RCDGERS HAMMERA1IN 
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